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t is our belief that a bicycle should stir a rider’s passion

and inspire them to ride further, climb higher and sprint
faster. Whether ridden to race wins real or imaginary, or
just ridden around town to the corner market to get a
gallon of milk or a cup of coffee, the bicycle should awaken emotions in its rider. With a history that spans the
better part of 70 years, we’ve learned a thing or two
about what it takes to craft bicycles that are a joy to ride
as well as functional works of art. Today Masi Bicycles
carry on the rich history of the brand while creating a
new legend.
A lot has changed since John Kemp Starley introduced
the modern “safety bicycle” in 1885. With materials and
designs changing so dramatically over the years, the one
thing that has remained a constant is the need for the
bicycle and rider to work in balance with each other.
Each Masi is designed to work in harmony with the rider
and with the type of riding to be done, creating that perfect ride.
Current champions and legendary greats like Merckx,
Anquetil, Coppi and Gimondi have selected Masi over
the years for the same reasons as you; they demand
nothing less than the best. Masi Bicycles believes that
it’s all about the ride and we think you feel the same way.

HMC- High Modulus Carbon
(Models- Evoluzione Dura Ace, Force, Ultegra)
Our lightest and stiffest carbon ever, with a
blend of Torayca High Modulus and Ultra High
Modulus material.)

MMC- Mid Modulus Carbon
(Models- Evoluzione 105, Apex)
A more economical blend of Torayca Mid
Modulus and High Modulus material that does
not compromise performance.

Reynolds 631 Double Butted Chromoly Steel
(Models- Speciale Sprint)
This lightweight air hardened tubing actually
gets stronger at the welds to yield a frame
that rivals aluminum tubing for weight, while
maintaining steel’s amazing ride quality.
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100% Chromoly Steel
(Models- Fixed Uno, SoulVille 7spd, SoulVille SS)
We never use seamed or high tensile steel tubing, so our 100% Chromoly is drawn to exact tolerances to preserve ride quality at an amazing
price.
Masi AL13+ CBS Aluminum
(Models- Partenza, Partenza Bellissima,
CaffeRacer Doppio, CaffeRacer Solo)
Designed to be smooth, forgiving and
durable for years of riding.

Masi Double Butted Chromoly Steel
(Models- Speciale Randonneur, Speciale Commuter, Speciale
CX, Speciale CX Uno, Speciale CXSS, Speciale Strada,
Speciale, Speciale Corsa, Fixed, Chixed)
Double butted steel is legendary for it’s ability to provide just
enough road feedback so that you feel connected to the ground,
but dampens the vibration for amazing comfort.
Masi 7005 T6 Aluminum
(Models- Vincere, Vincere Bellissima,
Alare, Alare Bellissima)
Light, stiff and smooth riding, but without a cost penalty.

Masi 7005 T6 SL Aluminum
(Models- Coltello)
As close as you can get to a
flex-free tubing, the SL aluminum
is all about power transfer.)

Reynolds 525 Double Butted Chromoly Steel
(Models- Gran Criterium, Fixed Ultimate,
Fixed LTD)
One of the best riding tubesets ever made
by Reynolds, 525 is light, stiff and provides
one of the finest ride characteristics around.

Masi 7005 T6 SLX Aluminum
(Models- CXR)
The lightest of all our aluminum
tubesets, the SLX tubing provides an exceptional ride.
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CARBON

O

SERIES

ur entirely new Evoluzione carbon series represents the next chapter
in the history of Masi racing bikes and the creation of a new legend.
When we set out to replace the 3VC series, we knew we had our work cut
out for us. From the beginning of the process our goal was to develop a
carbon frame that was lighter, stiffer and more comfortable. Each of
those tasks is a challenge on their own, but we were relentless in our pursuit of the next leader of the peloton.
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We achieved our goals by developing our Total Overdrive System; using
a BB30 oversized bottom bracket, oversized chainstays and a 1.125”x1.5”
tapered steerer tube to deliver increased stiffness and precision. This
concept of viewing overall stiffness gives the rider better power transfer
to the rear wheel as well as increased front end rigidity and steering control. All of this results in a bike that hurtles down the road with greater
ease and speed- exactly what every rider is hunting for.

We didn’t stop with the Total Overdrive System either, making sure the
entire frame got massive amounts of attention. We engineered the seat
stays to provide vertical compliance to soak up the harshness of the road
while resisting torsional forces created by climbing and sprinting. The
top tube is also designed to resist twisting forces when putting your
power into the handlebars, with a profile that is wider along the top than
it is tall in profile. The new FC/Pro Taper and Elite/RS Taper forks were
designed along with the frame to provide amazing stiffness as part of the
Total Overdrive System design.

Overall weight of the frame and fork is kept to a minimum through the
use of Torayca carbon fiber and full carbon dropouts in the frame and FC/
Pro Taper fork. We like lightweight bikes, even though we firmly believe
there is more to a good carbon bike than weight, and the Evoluzione
bikes are the lightest we’ve ever produced. In the end though, the number one criteria is the way it rides and the series has earned the right to
be called a Masi!
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EVOLUZIONE
DURA ACE

CARBON SERIES

Classic Silver

The Evoluzione Dura Ace rides at the front of the carbon road bike pack and is the
preferred choice of riders with a desire to get the most out of themselves and their
equipment. We’ve put together a race winning package that will get you across any
finish line faster than you’ve ever gone before. The Evoluzione frame, with the
Total Overdrive System, combined with Shimano Dura Ace drivetrain and Mavic
Ksyrium SL wheels is an unbeatable combination.
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Masi HMC modular monocoque frame
Lightweight, stiff, responsive and built around the Total Overdrive System- BB30,
1.125”x 1.5” headset and oversized chainstays. (also available as frameset)
Masi FC/Pro Taper monocoque carbon fork with carbon dropouts
An amazingly light and stiff full carbon fork, thanks to the Total Overdrive
System 1.5” oversized lower headset bearing. The leg profile provides a comfortable ride while eliminating brake chatter for precise and reliable handling.
Shimano 7900 Dura Ace 10 speed
Dura Ace sits at the front of the pack when it comes to shifting smoothness
and braking power- the choice of pros worldwide.
Mavic Ksyrium SL wheelset
Mavic’s Ksyrium SL wheels are some of the lightest and most desirable racing
clinchers on the market. The wheels are designed to go fast with amazing

acceleration due to the low rotating weight in the rims and stiff spokes for
power transfer.
FSA K-Force Light BB30 crankset w/ ceramic bearings
One of the lightest and stiffest cranksets on the market, from one of the early
innovators of BB30 technology. The hollow carbon crank arms help get the
most of your power output and the ceramic bearings keep you spinning effortlessly.
Ritchey WCS Evo Curve alloy handlebar, 4-Axis alloy stem & carbon seatpost
Ritchey parts are synonymous with high end racing performance, thanks to
their lightweight, strength and reliability.
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EVOLUZIONE
ULTEGRA

CARBON SERIES

Rosso Red

If you desire a bike that will help you to go farther, faster than ever before, then
the Evoluzione Ultegra is your new best friend. More effective than a secret
training camp in the Alps and a whole lot cheaper, this is the bike you’ve been
seeking to reach new heights with less effort. Thanks to the Total Overdrive
System, you’ll be flying faster than ever… and smiling a lot more along the way.
Masi HMC modular monocoque frame
Lightweight, stiff, responsive and built around the Total Overdrive SystemBB30, 1.125”x 1.5” headset and oversized chainstays.
Masi FC/Pro Taper monocoque carbon fork w/ carbon dropouts
An amazingly light and stiff full carbon fork, thanks to the Total Overdrive
System 1.5” oversized lower headset bearing. The leg profile provides a comfortable ride while eliminating brake chatter for precise and reliable handling.
Shimano Ultegra 6700 10 speed drivetrain
Borrowing all the same features and technologies of the Dura Ace group,
Ultegra is the perfect group for enthusiasts and budding elite racers.
FSA SL-K Light BB30 Compact Crankset
The SL-K Light crankset offers fantastic stiffness to weight and the compact
chainrings provide excellent climbing and sprinting gears.
Mavic Ksyrium Elite wheelset
More than just a little raceworthy, the Ksyrium Elite wheels offer up professional quality and reliability. Light enough for climbing and stiff enough for sprinting, they strike a harmonious balance between race day only and everyday
toughness.
Custom Prologo Scratch Pro saddle
Prologo has been getting onto more and more pro team bikes over the past few
years and is rapidly becoming one of the most popular saddle brands on the road.
The Scratch has a perfect shape for seated climbing or on the nose all out efforts.
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105

Euro Blue

Here’s a great blend of performance features in one bike- the entirely new
Shimano 105 group and the all new Evoluzione frame and fork. With the same
Total Overdrive System technology as our more expensive models, the
Evoluzione 105 is ready to help you enjoy riding like never before. Perfect for the
aspiring racer on a budget or enthusiasts looking to advance, the Evoluzione 105
is your upgrade!
Masi MMC modular monocoque frame
Lightweight, stiff, responsive and built around the Total Overdrive SystemBB30, 1.125”x 1.5” headset and oversized chainstays. Torayca carbon fabrics are
among the most respected in the world and their Mid Modulus is as good, or
better, than many other High Modulus varieties.
Masi Elite/RS Taper carbon fork
The Elite/RS Taper uses the same Total Overdrive System headset, but with an
aluminum steerer and dropouts. We use a leg profile that gives precise handling,
while taking the sting out of rough road surfaces.
NEW Shimano 105 shifters, derailleurs and brakes
Updated with all the same features as the Dura Ace and Ultegra groups for
increased shifting and braking performance, as well as lighter weight.
FSA Gossamer Pro BB30 compact crankset
Lightweight, stiff aluminum arms and the oversized BB30 spindle make for one
of the stiffest cranksets you can find. Add the compact 50/34 chainrings and
you’ve got a very efficient drivetrain!
Ritchey handlebar, stem and seatpost
We select Ritchey parts for the same reasons the pros do- because they are
light, stiff and reliable.
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EVOLUZIONE
FORCE

CARBON SERIES

SG Euro Blue

SRAM’s Force road group joins together with the Evoluzione frame and fork to
produce a pro level performer that doesn’t require you to live on instant noodles
for the rest of your life. Using the same frame and fork as the Dura Ace model,
this bike is equally ready to take on any pro peloton- or your friends- every
weekend of the year.
Masi HMC modular monocoque frame
Lightweight, stiff, responsive and built around the Total Overdrive SystemBB30, 1.125”x 1.5” headset and oversized chainstays.
Masi FC/Pro Taper monocoque carbon fork w/ carbon dropouts
An amazingly light and stiff full carbon fork, thanks to the Total Overdrive
System 1.5” oversized lower headset bearing. The leg profile provides a comfortable ride while eliminating brake chatter for precise and reliable handling.
SRAM Force component group
Full Force throughout- shifters, derailleurs, brakes and BB30 compact crankset
for one of the best performance groups available. Force is very lightweight and
Pro quality, but at a great price.
Mavic Ksyrium Elite wheelset
More than just a little raceworthy, the Ksyrium Elite wheels offer up professional quality and reliability. Light enough for climbing and stiff enough for sprinting, they strike a harmonious balance between race day only and everyday
toughness.
Custom Prologo Scratch Pro saddle
Prologo has been getting onto more and more pro team bikes over the past few
years and is rapidly becoming one of the most popular saddle brands on the road.
The Scratch has a perfect shape for seated climbing or on the nose all out efforts.
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APEX

SG Rosso Red

Our amazing new Evoluzione frame and fork, with Total Overdrive System, and
the new SRAM Apex group is quite possibly the ultimate bike for the long distance rider looking for a lightweight and efficient partner for day in and day out
riding. The Apex group, with new WiFLi (Wider, Faster, Lighter) gearing, and the
Evoluzione frame and fork means you can now ride up hills that used to require
a triple crankset. It’s a groundbreaking bike for riders who want the best performance possible without a price penalty.
Masi MMC modular monocoque frame
Lightweight, stiff, responsive and built around the Total Overdrive SystemBB30, 1.125”x 1.5” headset and oversized chainstays. Torayca carbon fabrics are
among the most respected in the world and their Mid Modulus is as good, or
better, than many other High Modulus varieties.
Masi Elite/RS taper carbon fork
The Elite/RS Taper uses the same Total Overdrive System headset, but with an
aluminum steerer and dropouts. We use a leg profile that gives precise handling,
while taking the sting out of rough road surfaces.
SRAM Apex group w/ WiFLi technology
WiFLi- wider, faster, lighter. With the wider gear range, faster shifting and
lighter parts, the Apex group offers greater versatility than ever before. The
11x32 cassette and medium cage rear derailleur combine with the compact
chainrings to provide a gearing range better than a triple, with reduced weight
and fewer duplicated gears.
FSA Gossamer Pro BB30 compact crankset
Lightweight, stiff aluminum arms and the oversized BB30 spindle make for one
of the stiffest cranksets you can find. Add the compact 50/34 chainrings and
you’ve got a very efficient drivetrain!
Ritchey handlebar, stem and seatpost
We select Ritchey parts for the same reasons the pros do- because they are
light, stiff and reliable.
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PERFORMANCE

W

SERIES

e’ve redesigned the Performance series with a new frame,
but we’ve held on to our incredible geometry and handling
nature. Though the bikes look racier than ever, they maintain
that perfect harmony between agility and stability; with longer
wheelbases, shorter top tubes and a more upright riding position, they are ideally suited to long days in the saddle. Riders
looking to move from beginner to enthusiast- or even looking to
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try a few races- will love these bikes because they are crammed
full of features usually only found on more expensive bikes and
are the perfect counterpart for moving up the ranks.
The longer wheelbase provides a stable and predictable handling nature and the shorter top tube and taller head tube give
the bike a more upright position that is easier on the back and

neck for those rides that last for hours and even days. Beginners will
appreciate the lack of twitchiness and experienced riders will enjoy
the light feel of the bike in turns. We’ve worked very hard to position
the rider more towards the back two thirds of the bike, which limits
the weight of the rider over the front wheel. This position helps prevent the feeling of over-steer, since the rider’s weight isn’t out over

the front end. Another benefit is that the rider’s power goes to the
rear wheel, where it moves the bike and rider forward with greater
efficiency- especially noticeable on long climbs.
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VINCERE

PERFORMANCE SERIES

SG Ano White

A magical marriage of aluminum and our VDS (Vibration Damping System) carbon seat
stays; the Vincere is an amazing blend of the stiffness of aluminum and the comfort of carbon. Roads with a bit of harshness are now tamed and riding becomes far more fun thanks
to the VDS stays and the aluminum provides incredible stiffness for out of the saddle power
in sprints or while climbing.
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Redesigned Masi 7005 T6 custom formed & butted tubing w/ VDS
carbon seat stays
Redesigned tubing is lighter and the new shapes provide increased
front end stiffness and the VDS stays take the sting out of the road.

TruVativ Touro 2.1 compact crankset
Compact cranksets provide lighter weight and better shifting performance than triple cranksets, without losing any of the climbing capability.
The improved chainline also extends chainring and chain life.

Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated fork w/ 7075 alloy steerer
We use lightweight carbon legs bonded to an aluminum steerer tube
for comfort and reliability.

Masi 31.8mm alloy handlebar and stem
Oversized alloy bar and stem for light weight and stiffness.

Shimano Tiagra shifters, derailleurs and brakes
Tiagra 9spd shifters, derailleurs and brakes provide flawless shifting
and reliable stopping power you can count on for years.
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ALARE

PERFORMANCE SERIES

Gloss Black

Updated with our new custom shaped frame, this is one spectacular beauty. Massive amounts of style and crammed full of performance features,
the Alare is ready and waiting for long rides that launch a lifetime of cycling.
Like you, the Alare has a passion for riding that can only be satisfied by
hours on the road.
Redesigned Masi 7005 T6 custom formed & butted tubing
Rear end comfort is increased by the use of more shaped tubing and the
new front end has increased stiffness. The taller head tube now uses an
integrated headset to keep things sleek.
Masi Elite/RS Carbon integrated fork w/ 7075 alloy steerer
We use lightweight carbon legs bonded to an aluminum steerer tube for
comfort and reliability.
Shimano Sora 9 speed w/ Tiagra rear derailleur
The Sora shifters are still very solid performers for the money and paired with
the Tiagra rear derailleur will provide countless miles of reliable shifting.
TruVativ Iso Flow compact crankset
The improved chainline and better shifting of the compact crankset results
in a longer life of your drivetrain. Less maintenance means more riding.
Masi 31.8mm alloy handlebar and stem
Oversized alloy bar and stem for light weight and stiffness.
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PARTENZA

Ano White

Rosso Red

Love at first sight now has a name- Partenza. For the beginning road cyclist
or those on a budget, the Partenza is a dream come true. An amazing frame
and fork with a component selection that asks no forgiveness, this is the
bike for those who demand performance- even when they’re not spending
tons of money.
Redesigned Masi AL13+ double butted tubing
Rear end comfort is increased by the use of more shaped tubing and the
new front end has increased stiffness. The taller head tube now uses an integrated headset to keep things sleek.
Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated fork w/ 7075 alloy steerer
We use lightweight carbon legs bonded to an aluminum steerer tube for
comfort and reliability.
Shimano 2300 8 speed w/ Sora rear derailleur
The 2300 shifters will provide years of reliable shifting performance.
FSA Tempo compact crankset
Compact 50/34 chainrings provide excellent gearing for all around riding,
whether uphill or cruising along in the pack.
Masi 31.8mm alloy handlebar and stem
Oversized alloy bar and stem for light weight and stiffness.
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SERIES

O

ur Bellissima series of bikes are designed to fit women

and smaller riders without compromising on quality or
ride comfort. Many “women’s” bikes are built around
frames with awkward geometries in an attempt to
accommodate the traditional woman’s build of longer legs
and shorter torsos. However, those geometries often
involve incredibly steep seat angles, like a triathlon or time
trial bike. The problem is, for casual riders or longer rides,
that position becomes terribly uncomfortable.
We look at fitting a woman or smaller rider to a bike the
same we have for nearly 70 years; selecting a frame size
and components that fit the rider as a complete unit. We
use the exact same frames for our Bellissima bikes, as we
do for our “men’s” bikes. The way we get to a proper fit is
by using shorter stems, zero offset seatposts and narrower handlebars. All of this yields a bike that fits a wide range
of smaller riders or riders with shorter torsos without
compromising the ride characteristics we hold so dear.
We’ve also got a few other special bikes that fall into this
concept of fit, though not technically part of the Bellissima
series by name. The SoulVille 7spd Mixte step-through
and the brand new Speciale Chixed; two models that offer
a lot of grace, class and elegance in two wonderfully different ways. And, knowing that women and smaller riders
like carbon race bikes too, we make all of our Evoluzione
models in a 47cm size as well. So whether looking for a
race bike, a simple city bike or a truly unique fixed gear
experience, we’ve got the bike you want!
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VINCERE
BELLISSIMA

BELLISSIMA SERIES

SG Ano White

Built with an overall smaller cockpit, thanks to the narrower bar, shorter stem and
zero offset seatpost, the Vincere Bellissima is a race ready companion for women or
other smaller riders who might not fit other bikes. With awesome handling manners
and a solid component spec, this is a bike that will keep you happy for many years and
countless miles.
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Redesigned Masi 7005 T6 custom formed & butted tubing w/ VDS
carbon seat stays
Redesigned tubing is lighter and the new shapes provide increased
front end stiffness and the VDS stays take the sting out of the road.
Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated fork w/ 7075 alloy steerer
We use lightweight carbon legs bonded to an aluminum steerer tube
for comfort and reliability.
Shimano Tiagra shifters, derailleurs and brakes
Tiagra 9 speed shifters, derailleurs and brakes provide flawless shifting and reliable stopping power you can count on for years. Shifters
are supplied with short reach adjusters for smaller hands.

TruVativ Touro 2.1 compact crankset
Compact cranksets provide lighter weight and better shifting performance than triple cranksets, without losing any of the climbing
capability. The improved chainline also extends chainring and
chain life.
Narrower Masi 31.8mm alloy handlebar, stem and zero offset seatpost
A narrower handlebar, shorter stem and zero offset seatpost shorten
the overall cockpit to suit smaller riders or riders with narrower
shoulders and shorter torsos.
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ALARE
BELLISSIMA

BELLISSIMA SERIES

Seafoam Green

Like its counterpart, the Alare Bellissima is every bit as capable and ready to
help any rider get the most out of their cycling experience. Jammed full of
features and designed to perform, the Alare Bellissima is the beginning
enthusiast’s bike of choice.
Redesigned Masi 7005 T6 custom formed & butted tubing
Rear end comfort is increased by the use of more shaped tubing and the
new front end has increased stiffness. The taller head tube now uses an integrated headset to keep things sleek.
Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated fork w/ 7075 alloy steerer
We use lightweight carbon legs bonded to an aluminum steerer tube for
comfort and reliability.
Shimano Sora 9 seepd w/ Tiagra rear derailleur
The Sora shifters are still very solid performers for the money and paired
with the Tiagra rear derailleur will provide countless miles of reliable shifting. Shifters are supplied with short reach adjusters for smaller hands.
TruVativ Iso Flow compact crankset
The improved chainline and better shifting of the compact crankset results
in a longer life of your drivetrain. Less maintenance means more riding.
Narrower Masi 31.8mm alloy handlebar, stem and zero offset seatpost
A narrower handlebar, shorter stem and zero offset seatpost shorten the
overall cockpit to suit smaller riders or riders with narrower shoulders and
shorter torsos.
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PARTENZA
BELLISSIMA

Cielo Blue

For women or other riders looking for a better fitting bike, the Partenza
Bellissima is an incredible value in an entry level bike that performs higher
than its price tag would indicate. The light aluminum frame and carbon
fork provide a great ride for beginning enthusiast riders exploring road
cycling, so here’s to a long love for the road!
Redesigned Masi AL13+ CBS double butted aluminum tubing
Rear end comfort is increased by the use of more shaped tubing and the
new front end has increased stiffness. The taller head tube now uses an
integrated headset to keep things sleek.
Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated fork w/ 7075 alloy steerer
We use lightweight carbon legs bonded to an aluminum steerer tube for
comfort and reliability.
Shimano 2300 8 speed w/ Sora rear derailleur
The 2300 shifters will provide years of reliable shifting performance.
Shifters are supplied with short reach adjusters for smaller hands.
FSA Tempo compact crankset
Compact 50/34 chainrings provide excellent gearing for all around riding,
whether uphill or cruising along in the pack.
Narrower Masi 31.8mm alloy handlebar, stem and zero offset seatpost
A narrower handlebar, shorter stem and zero offset seatpost shorten the
overall cockpit to suit smaller riders or riders with narrower shoulders and
shorter torsos.
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SPECIALE
CHIXED

BELLISSIMA SERIES

Orange

The Speciale Chixed is more than just a good looking step-through frame
design, it’s a fixed gear specifically designed for women or smaller riders.
We’ve shortened the overall reach of the bike, without sacrificing ride quality
and the frame and fork are the same incredible double butted chromoly tubes
we use on our other fixed gear models. So not only is the Chixed beautiful, it’s
got brains and brawn to hold its own with the rest of the cool kids.
Masi double butted chromoly steel w/ Masi track dropouts and Masi
Lugged Chromoly Steel Fork
High quality double butted steel and Masi custom track dropouts, along
with the lugged fork, executed in a fixed gear design specifically for women
or smaller riders.
Brev M crankset w/ 46T chainring
The super tough Brev M crankset is designed to handle the abuse of hard
urban riding day after day and the Brev M 46t chainring is light and stiff for
the rapid accelerations and decelerations of urban cycling.
16T Fixed cog & 16T freewheel
We provide you with both a fixed cog and a freewheel because we believe in
options, rather than limitations.
Brev M 32 hole wheels and saddle
Brev M wheels and saddle add to the versatility and functionality of the bike,
while also cranking up the cool factor all the way to 11.
Brev M riser bar
Made from lightweight and stiff aluminum, these bars are ready for it allfrom speeding through traffic to cruising to the café for some down time.
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SOULVILLE
7 SPD MIXTE

Metallic Slate Blue

Seafoam Green

SoulVille is the embodiment of grace and cool and the mixte version
takes that one step further. With the new upright handlebars and the
double kickstand, the functionality and comfort has been increased even
more. The perfect get-around-town bike just got more perfecter!
Masi 100% drawn chromoly steel and Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
No seamed tubing or hi-tensile steel- we only use drawn tubing because
it rides better and lasts longer. The lugged fork looks good and rides even
better. The step-through design makes getting on and off the bike graceful and simple.
Rack & fender mounts
These mounts make it easy to attach the tools to carry the loads of life.
Shimano Nexus 7 speed internal hub w/ roller brake & Nexus twist shifter
7 internal speeds, a twist shifter and a roller brake for increased
braking power.
Suntour crankset w/ 42T chainring and integrated chainguard
The integrated chainguard on this crankset is simple and keeps the
grease of your chain off of you and your clothes.
Masi SoulVille handlebar
Styled after European city bike handlebars for a comfortable and
upright position.
Double kickstand
Sort of like a motorcycle center stand, these kickstands are sturdy and
reliable and won’t let your beautiful bike tip over- even when loading it up
with groceries.
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COMPETITION
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SERIES

M

asi built its history with race bikes that were

bread from competition- bikes that were designed
for the sole purpose of winning races. Bikes of
that nature tend to be very focused and specific.
Our Competition series bikes have always been
built this way and always will be. Surely, though
designed to be ridden hard toward a finish line,
they are also very happy to help you simply enjoy
riding at your best- finish line or not.
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CXR

COMPETITION SERIES

SG Rosso Red

Flowing effortlessly through sloppy, muddy turns and hopping over barriers might not be your
idea of fun, but if it is then you have got to meet the CXR. With a high bottom bracket for
obstacle clearance and barrier hopping finesse, this is one of the best values in a ‘cross racing
bike anywhere. The race geometry and stiff, lightweight aluminum frame make it lethally efficient. Our newly updated carbon fork drops a little weight while increasing mud clearance at
the crown for even more mud-shedding power when things get icky. Toss in the updated
Shimano 105 shifting, Kore Race+ brakes, Kenda Small Block Eight tires and FSA Energy Cross
crankset and you’ve got a proven winner.
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Masi 7005 T6 SLX double butted cyclocross frame
The lightest aluminum tubing we use and stiff enough for incredible power
transfer in sloppy, tough conditions. Cable routing along the top tube
makes shouldering easy. (Also available as a frameset.)
Masi Elite/RS cross carbon integrated fork w/ 7075 alloy steerer & canti
bosses
We’ve revised the leg profile and crown to improve handling as well as mud
clearance in extra sticky condition.
NEW Shimano 105 shifters and derailleurs
Updated with all the same features as the Dura Ace and Ultegra groups for
increased shifting performance and lighter weight.

Ritchey Comp handlebar, stem and seatpost
The Comp cockpit with matte white finish is as good looking as it is
functional.
Kore Race+ cantilever brakes w/ cartridge pads and Kore Gradient II
wheelset
The longer leverage of the Race+ brakes and the cartridge pads makes
them a favorite among elite racers across the globe and the custom
Gradient II wheels are reliable race ready hoops.
Kenda Small Block Eight tires
Small Block Eights are becoming race favorites very quickly- the small
knobs create traction in multiple conditions and the sturdy casings prevent
untimely flats.
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STEEL

C
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SERIES

ycling’s history was essentially born out of steel, serving as the
longest used material for crafting frames and forks. It’s impossible
to ignore the classic black and white images of decades past- riders
climbing up snow covered mountain passes or flying over rain
soaked cobbles, the pain and intensity of the moment etched in the
rider’s faces and in our collective memories. Steel isn’t just a nice
esoteric throwback to cycling’s past or the realm of hipsters and
retro-grouches. The appeal of steel goes much deeper than trends
or fashion- no other material provides the same ride quality or performance for the price.

All Masi steel bikes use 100% drawn chromoly tubing- we don’t use
seamed tubing or hi-tensile steel on anything we make. Neither
seamed tubing nor hi-ten can hold up long term to the rigors of
regular riding and neither provide the ride quality of chromoly.
Because even plain gauge chromoly rides better than double
butted seamed tubing, you can rest assured that every Masi in the
Steel series will ride like a classic steel bike should.

The Masi Steel series is arguably the most thorough and complete
line of steel bikes on the market, ranging from classic lugs to touring
bikes and singlespeed ‘cross bikes. Steel still provides great benefits
to riders looking to invest in a bike that will last a lifetime without
forcing them to sell all their other worldly possessions. Our Steel
series of bikes has continued to grow over the years, as the popular-

ity of steel has continued to grow as well. Each frame is designed to
meet the specific needs of the rider- we don’t simply design one
frame and change the parts from model to model. We carefully create each bike with the ride and rider in mind because it isn’t enough
to us to simply look good!
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SPECIALE
RANDONNEUR

STEEL SERIES

Shamrock

Our versatile Randonneur returns with a few tweaks to further increase its
functionality as an excellent light duty touring bike or daily commuting
companion. We’ve updated the parts mix with cantilever brakes, Shimano
Dura Ace indexed downtube shifters and a triple crankset to insure there is
no hill that can not be climbed- regardless of the load. The frame has also
been updated with a taller headtube for a more upright position, for those
rides that go beyond hours and into days.
Masi double butted chromoly steel w/ horizontal dropouts and Masi
lugged chromoly steel fork
Super comfortable frame and fork for a lifetime of reliability. No other
material is so perfectly suited for use on a touring bike than chromoly- the
overall comfort of steel pays you back over the miles.
Rack & fender mounts
If you’re going to load up and head out, you’re going to appreciate the rack
and fender mounts. The low-rider mounts on the fork legs provide balanced weight distribution for predictable handling in the front end.
Shimano Tiagra triple crankset w/ integrated bottom bracket
On those epically long tours, where you’re loaded to the gills with equipment and the mountains are looming ahead in the distance, you’ll be more
than a little happy to have the extra gearing.
MKS Sylvan pedals w/ MKS steel toeclips and leather accents
MKS Sylvan pedals are still among the nicest quill pedals ever made and
the steel toeclips with leather accents make for an extremely elegant look.
Kore Randonneur handlebar
Kore’s Randonneur handlebar gives you more hand positions than a standard drop bar, which really becomes a blessing on longer rides. With the
flared drops, you also get extra forearm clearance when out of the saddle
pulling hard on the bars with a loaded bike.
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SPECIALE
COMMUTER

Ano White

If you like to consider yourself adaptable, then the Commuter is perfect for
you. Though built up as a single speed, the Commuter is designed to work
with gears as well- with the rear derailleur mount, shifter bosses and cable
guides, you can do it all. The Commuter is an excellent everyday commuting bike, but is also a fantastic adventure bike with its long wheelbase
making it perfect for hitting some dirt or gravel roads.
Masi double butted chromoly steel w/ horizontal dropouts and Masi
lugged chromoly steel fork
Chromoly produces a warm and comfortable ride that can not be reproduced with any other material for the same cost value. Horizontal
dropouts allow for easy gear changes and the derailleur hanger allows the
option of a rear derailleur.
Rack & fender mounts
If you like to take it all with you, you’ll appreciate the rack and fender
mounts that accommodate installation of both. Excellent for transporting
the accessories of life.
Suntour crankset w/ 42T chainring and integrated chainguard
A nice high quality crankset with a commuter friendly chainring and guard.
The 42T chainring is a perfect ring for all-around riding and carrying the
loads of life.
Sealed bearing hubs w/ track axle nuts, flip-flop rear & 16T freewheel
Large flange hubs with real track nuts to prevent slipping and help preserve the dropouts. The rear hub is designed to work with either a freewheel or a fixed cog- life is about options, not limitations!
Ritchey Girder rims
The Ritchey name is synonymous with quality and the Girder rims will provide years of worry-free riding.
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SPECIALE
CX

STEEL SERIES

Metallic Slate Blue

Our Speciale CX has been one of our most popular models since its introduction thanks largely to its ability to multi-task. The CX is designed with
incredible riding double butted chromoly and a geometry that is perfect
for entry level ‘cross racing. Icing on the cake comes in the form of rack
and fender mounts that make it an excellent commuting or light duty
touring bike as well. If you need more than one bike for the riding you do,
but only have space in the garage for one- your problem is now solved.
Masi double butted chromoly steel and Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
When chattering over rough terrain, you’ll be even happier to be aboard a
steel bike.
Rack & fender mounts
Because the CX is more than a one trick pony, it comes with rack and
fender mounts so that you can use it as alight duty touring bike or twowheeled SUV for those trips to the office or grocery store.
TruVativ Iso Flow compact crankset
Compact 50/34 chainrings give you great gearing for riding in the city, on
the trail, in the mud or on your favorite roads.
Shimano Tiagra 9 speed shifting and derailleurs
Shimano’s Tiagra 9 speed shifters and derailleurs are more than capable
of handling the rigors of ‘cross racing and a whole lot of rough miles.
You’ll get to spend more time riding and less time worrying about your
components, which is a good thing.
Tektro Oryx cantilever brake calipers
Cantilever brakes provide awesome stopping power and the wider calipers
create tons of mud clearance for when you’re in the icky stuff.
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SPECIALE
CX UNO

Pea Soup Green

The all new CX Uno uses the same frame and fork as the CX, but with a
more budget friendly parts mix to put it within reach of an even greater
number of riders. No redheaded stepchild, the CX Uno is every bit as capable of tearing up the trails or city streets and is happily waiting to become
your next best friend.
Masi double butted chromoly steel and Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
When chattering over rough terrain, you’ll be even happier to be aboard a
steel bike.
Rack & fender mounts
Like its bigger brother (or sister), the CX Uno is ultimately designed to be
versatile and the rack and fender mounts help meet that goal quite nicely.
FSA Tempo compact crankset
Compact 50/34 chainrings give you great gearing for riding in the city, on
the trail, in the mud or on your favorite roads.
Shimano 2300 8 speed shifters and Sora rear derailleur
The mix of 2300 and Sora parts creates a very versatile and durable parts
blend that provides hassle free riding from season to season and year to year.
Tektro Oryx cantilever brake calipers
Cantilever brakes provide awesome stopping power and the wider calipers
create tons of mud clearance for when you’re in the icky stuff.
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SPECIALE
CX/SS

STEEL SERIES

SG Ano White

Monster Cross- the new extreme sport of ‘cross racing! With the exact same geometry and sizing as our top-notch CXR ‘cross racing platform, the CX/SS is crafted from
double butted chromoly and mated to a carbon fork with ample clearance for its
meaty tires. Our take on the concept of Monster Cross is extremely clean and simple
with a singlespeed drivetrain and Panaracer Fire Cross 700x45 tires for a ride that
defies description- other than “fun”. This might just be the ultimate adventure bike.
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Masi double butted chromoly steel frame w/ Masi track dropouts
Double butted chromoly produces a fantastic ride quality, especially
in rough terrain. Our custom track dropouts make gear changes a
breeze and allow wheelbase adjustment to satisfy your riding style.
Masi Elite/RS cross carbon integrated fork w/ 7075 alloy steerer &
canti bosses
We’ve revised the leg profile and crown to improve handling as well
as mud clearance in extra sticky condition.
Custom Kore Gradient crankset w/ integrated bottom bracket
and 42T chainring
Kore’s Gradient crankset is incredibly light and stiff and stands up to
the increased forces of single speed riding.

Kore Randonneur handlebar and Race+ cantilever brakes
The Race+ brakes with cartridge pads are some of the best ‘cross
brakes you can find and the long brake arms have the extra leverage
to create powerful braking. With the extra width and hand positions
of the Randonneur bar, you always have a good spot for your hands
and the extra leverage for climbing and sprinting power.
Panaracer Fire Cross 700x45 tires
Big tires allow you to plow over and through nearly anything and
provide that extra amount of cushion to make any trail or ‘cross
course more enjoyable.
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GRAN
CRITERIUM

STEEL SERIES

Gloss Black

There are very few bikes to ever attain the mythical status of the Gran
Criterium. We’ve recreated the lugged steel Gran Crit’ in one of the most
striking color combinations of its past. Built using elegant lugs and Reynolds
525 tubing, this latest Gran Criterium is an instant modern classic with the
all new Shimano 105 group. The miles will melt beneath you as you smile
away into the distance.
Fully lugged Reynolds 525 double butted chromoly steel and Masi lugged
chromoly steel fork
An amazing ride quality and insanely good looks, thanks to the Reynolds
525 and elegant lugs. It’s everything a Masi should be. (Also available as a
frameset.)
NEW Shimano 105 compact crankset w/ integrated bottom bracket
New stiffer crankarms and bottom bracket spindle for increased power
transfer. The 50/34 chainrings and the 11x25 cassette make both climbing
and sprinting a dream.
NEW Shimano 105 shifters, derailleurs and brakes
Updated with all the same features as the Dura Ace and Ultegra groups for
increased shifting and braking performance, as well as lighter weight.
Shimano RS10 wheelset
Shimano’s RS10 wheels have the same technology as the pro level wheels
and the same high level of performance and reliability.
Ritchey Comp handlebar, stem and seatpost
The Comp cockpit with matte white finish is as good looking as it is functional.
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SPECIALE
STRADA

Sasparilla

Remember your first “10 speed” bicycle? We sure remember ours and the
thought of it makes us smile, which is why we created the Speciale Strada.
Made with our double butted chromoly tubing and a parts mix that looks
like it was pulled from a 70’s stockpile, the Strada appeals to those looking
for something truly different. The fully chromed fork lends another touch
of style and class to a bike already drenched in both!
Masi double butted chromoly steel w/ adjustable horizontal dropouts
and Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
Double butted steel guarantees an incredible ride that will last a lifetime.
The long, adjustable horizontal dropouts further enhance the retro appeal
of this classic beauty.
FSA Tempo compact crankset
50/34 chainrings give you great gearing for going uphill and for motoring
along on city streets.
MKS Sylvan pedals w/ MKS steel toeclips and leather accents
MKS Sylvan pedals are still among the nicest quill pedals ever made and
the steel toeclips with leather accents make for an extremely elegant look.
DiaCompe non-aero brake levers and Shimano Dura Ace 9 speed downtube shifters
You can’t have a retro “10 speed” without downtube shifters and non-aero
brake levers. The Dura Ace 9spd shifters are permanently reliable and the
DiaCompe brake levers with gum hoods are the perfect match for a vintage ride.
Kenda Kontender Lite 700x23 skinwall tires
Skinwall tires are just cool- period. The Kenda Kontender Lite tires are
more than just cool though and ride extremely well too.
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SPECIALE

STEEL SERIES

Orange

Built for steel enthusiasts looking for something with a vintage look and
feel, but with performance in mind, the Speciale remains one of our best
selling bikes. The parts are very capable of jumping into the pack for a
local race or weekend training rides and will provide tons of worry-free
miles. The double butted chromoly frame with chromed fork is as much of
a pleasure to look at as it is to ride- which is saying a lot.
Masi double butted chromoly steel and Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
Our double butted tubing rides incredibly well and will last you a lifetime.
Fully chromed, the lugged fork provides the perfect match to the frame for
a balanced ride.
Shimano Tiagra shifters, derailleurs and brakes
Tiagra 9spd shifters, derailleurs and brakes provide flawless shifting and
reliable stopping power you can count on for years.
Shimano Tiagra compact crankset w/ integrated bottom bracket
The 50/34 compact gearing is ideal for nearly all types of riding, from hills
to flats and everything in between. Oversized bearings and bottom
bracket spindle mean there is almost no power lost when you hammer
on the pedals.
Shimano R500A wheelset
Shimano wheels are as close to bombproof as any wheel can be and are
easily serviceable to further increase their reliability. The bladed spokes
help the wheels slice through the air and keep you rolling fast.
Ritchey handlebar, stem and seatpost
We select Ritchey parts for the same reasons the pros do- because they
are light, stiff and reliable.
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SPECIALE
CORSA

Malibu Blue

Borrowing on the popularity of the Speciale, the new Speciale Corsa is
our latest steel performance bike. Created as a budget friendly entry
level road bike, the Corsa is ready to hit the pavement for hours on end.
We didn’t skimp on the frame either- it’s the same high quality double
butted chromoly we use on other models, so you can rest assured that
the ride is exceptional.
Masi double butted chromoly steel and Masi straight leg steel fork
Double butted steel provides a warm and comfortable ride and the straight
leg fork gives this neo-retro classic a touch of modern cool.
Shimano 2300 8 speed shifters and Sora rear derailleur
Shimano produces some of the smoothest shifting components available,
regardless of price point. The 2300 and Sora parts will keep you riding
without spending your time worrying about the next shift.
FSA Tempo compact crankset
50/34 chainrings give you great gearing for going uphill and for motoring
along on city streets.
Brev M saddle
Brev M makes some of the coolest urban cycling parts around and the saddle is a prime example. The classic shape is extremely comfortable for long
or short rides across town and anywhere else you go.
Kenda Kontender Lite 700x23 tires
Durable and reliable tires, designed to survive the mean city streets.
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FIXED/
SS

O

SERIES

ver the years, Masi has developed a reputation for creating
some of the most desirable fixed gear and single speed bikes on
the market. What began as a single model has grown into an
entire line of bikes- one that has cultivated a very diverse following. Everybody from urban fixie fans to Lycra clad roadies seeking a better pedal stroke has fallen in love with the modern classics we’ve been crafting.
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Our fixed/ SS models each have very unique personalities, just
like the people who like to ride them. With four complete bike
models and three framesets offered, it’s virtually impossible to
find a brand that has made as strong a commitment to the category as Masi. As other brands have jumped on the fixed/ SS
bandwagon, there has been a flood of “me too” product- but
nothing else rides or looks like a Masi.

Unlike many of our competitors, all of our bikes are made using
100% drawn chromoly tubing- we never use seamed tubing or hiten steel. We only use good tubing because all of our bikes are
designed to last a lifetime- not just until the end of a “fad”. Where
other brands use seamed tubing, which is generally heavier and
provides a harsher ride, we only use drawn tubing. Our plain gauge

tubing rides better and lasts longer than their double butted
seamed tubing. We use tubesets ranging from our drawn plain
gauge 100% chromoly to Reynolds 525 and 631 tubesets, providing
you with the sensational Masi ride characteristics you expect.
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FIXED
ULTIMATE

FIXED STEEL SERIES

Retro Blue

The newest version of the Fixed Ultimate uses Reynolds 525 tubing mated beautifully to elegant
lugs and a graphic package inspired by the 60’s era Masi Special. The parts mix is thoroughly modern, but with a very retro-inspired feel. Not just a pretty face, the ride is nothing short of incredible, fully capitalizing on the excellent qualities of the Reynolds tubing. The Ultimate isn’t for
everybody, but it’s ideal for riders looking for something with a huge dose of class and refinement.
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Fully lugged Reynolds 525 double butted chromoly steel w/ Masi
track dropouts and Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
Reynolds 525 tubing and elegant lugs are joined to create a sublime
ride that will leave you smiling for years. The classic flat crown
lugged fork is the perfect companion to the frame and strikes an
ideal balance between the two. (Also available as a frameset.)
Miche Primato Pista Advanced crankset w/ 46T chainring and
Miche bottom bracket
Miche remains one of the best names in high quality components
thanks to their reputation for stellar quality and looks.

MKS Sylvan pedals w/ MKS steel toeclips and leather sccents
MKS Sylvan pedals are still among the nicest quill pedals ever made
and the steel toeclips with leather accents make for an extremely
elegant look.
Weinmann LP 18 rims and Miche high flange track hubs
Miche’s gorgeous hubs are laced to Weinmann’s low profile rims for
a vintage look and feel that will last for countless miles.
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FIXED
LTD DROP

FIXED STEEL SERIES

New Pearl White

The LTD continues to be one of the most sought after models in the Masi
line, in thanks to its incredible good looks and phenomenal parts mix. We
recognize that riders don’t all like one bar style, so we continue to offer the
LTD with either a Brev M flat bar or Tange full chrome deep drop track bar.
When you add in the exclusively customized FSA Gimondi crankset and
Brev M wheels, tires, grips and saddles you have another masterpiece.
Reynolds 525 double butted chromoly steel w/ Masi track dropouts and
Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
Reynolds 525 tubing is a spectacular tubeset and provides an incredible ride
that will last you for years. The classic flat crown lugged fork is the perfect
companion to the frame and strikes an ideal balance between the two.
FSA Gimondi crankset w/ custom Masi logos
FSA has elegantly reproduced the classic look of vintage track cranks and we’ve
partnered with them to create a customized version that is functional art!
MKS Sylvan pedals w/ MKS steel toeclips and leather accents
MKS Sylvan pedals are still among the nicest quill pedals ever made and
the steel toeclips with leather accents make for an extremely elegant look.
Brev M tires, grips, saddle and wheelset
Brev M parts are all designed for functionality and style. Urban riders
around the globe have fallen in love with Brev M and you will too!
Tange chrome steel Sprint handlebar or Brev M flat handlebar
We’ve given you two options for the type of riding you prefer- go classic
with the Tange deep drop bar or modern urban with the Brev M flat bar.
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FIXED
LTD FLAT

Nekkid
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FIXED
DROP

FIXED STEEL SERIES

EM Blue

The Speciale Fixed is what launched the Masi fixed gear/ single speed line
into existence. Since its introduction, it has become one of the stalwarts of
the fixed gear world and has fans around the globe. The Fixed has now
evolved into three distinct bikes with handlebar and graphic options to satisfy nearly any taste or personality. On top of it all, the Fixed continues to
have an incredible handling frame and fork that will keep you smiling no
matter the type of riding you do.
Masi bouble butted chromoly steel w/ Masi track dropouts and Masi
lugged chromoly steel fork
We reproduced one of the most iconic track dropouts of decades past
because it’s simply the best one around. Our double butted chromoly
delivers on steel’s promise of an incredible ride.
Brev M crankset w/ 46T chainring
The super tough Brev M crankset is designed to handle the abuse of hard
urban riding day after day and the Brev M 46t chainring is light and stiff for
the rapid accelerations and decelerations of urban cycling.
16T Fixed cog & 16T freewheel
We provide you with both a fixed cog and a freewheel because we believe
in options, rather than limitations.
Brev M 32 hole wheels and saddles
Brev M wheels and saddles add to the versatility and functionality of the
bikes, while also cranking up the cool factor all the way to 11.
Drop, riser or flat handlebar options
Choose from models with either a traditional drop bar, Brev M riser or Brev
M flat bar. We won’t judge you either way- promise.
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FIXED
FLAT/RISER

Green

Grey
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FIXED
UNO DROP

FIXED STEEL SERIES

SG Black

Meet the Uno- our entirely new introductory fixed gear/ single
speed bike! We use 100% drawn chromoly tubing- no seamed
tubing here- and a mix of awesome Brev M parts on a bike that
costs a whole lot less than comparably spec’d bikes. Our Uno is
the perfect starting point, but is not afraid to mix it up with bikes
costing many times more. The very subtle graphics and blend of
Brev M parts creates for any rider to be proud of.
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FIXED
UNO RISER

SG Ano White

Masi 100% drawn chromoly steel w/ Masi track dropouts and Masi
straight leg steel fork
We only use drawn tube sets- never seamed and never hi-tensile steel.
This insures that your frame will last for years to come. Our straight
legged fork provides precise handling and performance.
Lasco crankset w/ 46T chainring
A very stiff crankset for urban riders in tough environments. The 46t
chainring is excellent for spinning along in a “just right” gear.
16T fixed cog & 16T freewheel
We provide you with both a fixed cog and a freewheel because we
believe in options, rather than limitations.
Brev M grips, saddles and Slittata tires
We sprinkle in a few of the hottest fixie parts on the market, further
increasing the incredible value and awesomeness of the bike!
Drop or riser handlebar options
Whether you prefer a retro track bend or a more upright riser, we’ve
got you covered.
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SOULVILLE

F

SERIES

rom the very beginning, the SoulVille series has been all about
blending seamlessly into your lifestyle- becoming not just a bicycle made of inanimate tubes and bits of metal, rubber and plastic,
but becoming an intimate part of your life and how you experi-
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ence the world. SoulVille is a concept built around simplicity,
comfort and functionality. The newly redesigned frames offer a
bit more cockpit room for a more comfortable position on the
bike, while continuing to use 100% drawn chromoly tubing. The

new European inspired handlebars and double kickstands further
add to the comfort and function of the bikes as well. Both the
7spd and SS models are perfect vehicles for cruising around

town, off to the market or around the corner to grab a double
cappuccino and a cheese danish.
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SOULVILLE
7 SPEED

SOULVILLE SERIES

Metallic Slate Blue

Utilizing a newly redesigned frame with roomier cockpit and more upright riding position, the SoulVille 7spd is set to continue to turn heads. The Shimano
Nexus internal hub with roller brake is simple, smooth and hassle free- further
adding to the timeless charm of this beauty. When you add in the chromed
fork, this is easily one of the most attractive bikes on the market!
Masi 100% drawn chromoly steel and Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
No seamed tubing or hi-tensile steel- we only use drawn tubing because it rides
better and lasts longer. The lugged fork looks good and rides even better.
Rack & fender mounts
These mounts make it easy to attach the tools to carry the loads of life.
Shimano Nexus 7spd Internal Hub w/ Roller Brake & Nexus Twist Shifter
7 internal speeds, a twist shifter and a roller brake for increased
braking power.
Suntour crankset w/ 42T chainring and integrated chainguard
The integrated chainguard on this crankset is simple and keeps the grease
of your chain off of you and your clothes.
Masi SoulVille handlebar
Styled after European city bike handlebars for a comfortable and
upright position.
Double kickstand
Sort of like a motorcycle center stand, these kickstands are sturdy and
reliable and won’t let your beautiful bike tip over- even when loading it up
with groceries.
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SOULVILLE
SS

Matte Black

A little less refined than its sibling, the SoulVille SS is decidedly a bit edgier
and maybe even a little bit of a troublemaker. That’s ok though because it’s
the kind of trouble that is a lot of fun to get into. The chromoly frame with
matte finish and chromed fork, combined with a few anodized highlights,
creates an amazing looking bike. But since beauty is only skin deep, the SS
backs up the good looks with an even better ride. So let your inner troublemaker out for a ride- you’ll be happy you did.
Masi 100% drawn chromoly steel and Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
No seamed tubing or hi-tensile steel- we only use drawn tubing because it rides
better and lasts longer. The lugged fork looks good and rides even better.
Rack & fender mounts
These mounts make it easy to attach the tools to carry the loads of life.
Anodized sealed bearing hubs w/ track axle nuts and flip-flop rear
Custom anodized hubs, for that extra bit of cool, with real track axle nuts to
keep the wheels from slipping in the rear drop out. The flip-flop hub allows
you to switch from fixed or free in a matter of minutes.
Suntour crankset w/ 42T chainring and integrated chainguard
The integrated chainguard on this crankset is simple and keeps the grease
of your chain off of you and your clothes.
Masi SoulVille handlebar
Styled after European city bike handlebars for a comfortable and
upright position.
Brev M saddle and grips
The sweet Brev M grips and saddle add a touch of urban cool, as
well as comfort.
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METRO
ITALIA

T

SERIES

he MetroItalia series of Caffe Racer bikes pays respect to the
vintage British and Italian “café racer” motorcycles of the 1960’s.
Built specifically for speed, these stylish motos were stripped
down utilitarian speedsters with agile handling. Though the Caffe
Racer bikes take cues from the utilitarian style of the motorcycles
our Caffe Racers have tons of comfort built in, without sacrificing
the agility. The name “caffé” is also a play off of the Italian
spelling of coffee, further blending the moto with the casual
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lifestyle, and the Solo and Doppio refer to single and double shots
of espresso.
Unlike many other flat bar road bikes or city/ hybrid/ commuter
bikes that are based off of mountain bike geometry and componentry, the Caffe Racer bikes are built around our very popular
road geometry but with a longer wheelbase to accommodate
racks, fenders and wider tires. Using road drivetrain components,
we’re able to keep the bikes light and quick shifting.

The frames have been updated with our new AL13+ CBS
(Custom Butted and Shaped) tubing shapes for a graceful elegance that matches the sporty handling perfectly. The top
tube has been lengthened slightly as well to provide increased
toe clearance with the front wheel when using fenders.
Combined with the reshaped seat and chain stays, the entire
frame is redesigned without losing any of the characteristics
that have made the bikes so popular already.

Whether zipping through traffic in the city or just grabbing a
few miles for fitness, the Caffe Racer is designed for fun speed.
Ideally suited to riders looking for a weekend fitness bike, commuters hunting for an agile flat bar road bike and anybody
searching for a fast coffee shop companion- the Caffe Racer is a
stallion in a herd of mules.
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CAFFE RACER
DOPPIO

METRO ITALIA SERIES

Metallic Blue

Zipping around town to get to work or for fitness doesn’t have to be a chore
with the Caffe Racer Doppio as your steed. The road geometry and componentry gives the Doppio a very nimble feel, while still being a very comfortable bike for simply getting around with style. Rack and fender mounts also
make the bike perfectly suited to transporting the tools of your trade- or just
the groceries.
Masi AL13+ CBS double butted aluminum tubing w/ rack
and fender mounts
The redesigned frame has new tubing shapes for increased stiffness and
comfort and you can transport the essentials easily thanks to the rack and
fender mounts.
Masi Comp aluminum integrated fork w/ chromoly steerer, canti bosses
& fender mounts
A rugged aluminum fork with fender mounts to keep you clean when things
get ugly.
Shimano R440 9 speed flat Bar shifters w/ Tiagra rear derailleur
Shimano’s 9 speed shifting provides reliable performance and countless
miles of hassle-free riding.
TruVativ Iso flow compact crankset
The improved chainline and better shifting of the compact crankset results
in a longer life of your drivetrain. Less maintenance means more riding.
Brev M saddle and grips
The sweet Brev M grips and saddle add a touch of urban cool, as
well as comfort.
Kenda Kwik Trax 700x32 tire w/ Iron Cap puncture protection
Puncture resistance and a little extra width are all functional features that
you’ll appreciate, mile after mile.
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CAFFE RACER
SOLO

Metallic Red

It’s hard to find a bike at this price with so many features and this much
class. Smoother than a perfectly balanced cappuccino, the Solo is ready to
get you on the road to a happier place. The upright position and road geometry give you a fast bike with comfort built in for anything from short errand
runs to long charity rides where comfort trumps an aero tuck position.
Masi AL13+ CBS double butted aluminum tubing w/ rack and fender
mounts
The redesigned frame has new tubing shapes for increased stiffness and
comfort and you can transport the essentials easily thanks to the rack and
fender mounts.
Masi Comp aluminum integrated fork w/ chromoly steerer, canti bosses
& fender mounts
A rugged aluminum fork with fender mounts to keep you clean when things
get ugly.
Shimano R221 8 speed flat bar shifters w/ Sora rear derailleur
Shimano is synonymous with reliable, smooth and durable shifting. The
clean and integrated shifters keep the handlebar uncluttered and clean.
FSA Tempo compact crankset
The Tempo crankset, with compact 50/34 chainrings, provides great performance in a sturdy and reliable package- whether sprinting through rush
hour traffic or spinning out the miles on your favorite weekend route.
Brev M saddle and grips
The sweet Brev M grips and saddle add a touch of urban cool, as
well as comfort.
Kenda Kwik Trax 700x32 tire w/ Iron Cap puncture protection
Puncture resistance and a little extra width are all functional features that
you’ll appreciate, mile after mile.
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FRAMESET

N

SERIES

ot everybody wants an “off the peg” bike- even if that bike
really is quite nice. There’s just something to be said for the experience of hand selecting each and every part on your bike. Maybe
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you’re a Campy diehard, a Shimano fan, a SRAM addict or looking
to build your own frankenbike. Whatever the case may be, we
offer a wide range of framesets to meet the personalization

desires for nearly any type of riding. Carbon, aluminum or steelwe’ve got it. Dust off those old Simplex downtube shifters and
Huret derailleurs or grab something a bit more modern and start

creating the bike of your dreams.
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GRAN
CRITERIUM

FRAME SERIES

Gloss Black

Using the same frame and fork as the complete bike, with Reynolds 525
tubing and elegant lugs, this frameset is perfect for building up your own
neo-classic dream ride. The modern 130mm rear spacing and threadless
headset design means you can use any of the current component offerings
on the market. Bolt on a lightweight group and some high-zoot race
wheels and you have yourself a truly unique race machine worthy of the
jealous stares you’ll receive.
Fully lugged Reynolds 525 double butted chromoly steel
An amazing ride quality and insanely good looks, thanks to the Reynolds
525 and elegant lugs. It’s everything a Masi should be.
Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
The flat crown and lugged dropouts combined with the Cromoly steel fork
blades creates an incredible ride that feels good all day long.
Ritchey V2 headset
Ritchey headsets are among the most reliable money can buy at any price.
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FIXED
ULTIMATE

Retro Blue

Reynolds 525 tubing, beautiful lugs, a chromed fork and 60’s era artwork
and paint are used to create the gorgeous Fixed Ultimate. If you’re one
of those lucky few holding on to some pristine Campagnolo Super
Record track parts, or maybe some old Suntour Superbe Pro bits, this
frameset is patiently waiting for you. The ride is sublime and worthy of
your loving attention.
Fully lugged Reynolds 525 double butted chromoly steel w/ Masi track
dropouts
Reynolds 525 tubing and elegant lugs are joined to create a sublime ride
that will leave you smiling for years.
Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
The classic flat crown lugged fork is the perfect companion to the frame
and strikes an ideal balance between the two.
Ritchey V2 headset
Ritchey headsets are among the most reliable money can buy at any price.
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COLTELLO

FRAME SERIES

Matte Black

There’s fast and then there’s Coltello fast! Some of the fastest track riders
in the world have ridden the Coltello track frame over the years and all of
them say the same thing; “this thing is really fast!” Built with super stiff,
custom shaped aluminum tubing and replaceable steel dropout inserts, the
frame is all about brutal efficiency and power transfer to the rear wheel.
The super aggressive geometry has also proven popular with urban speed
demons sprinting from stop light to stop light. The Coltello is speed and
power defined; things are about to get fast!
Masi 7005 T6 SL double butted aero tubed track frame w/ aero aeat
Tube, Rear Wheel Cutout & Track Dropouts w/ Stainless Steel Inserts
With super aggressive track geometry and super stiff tubing, this is a world
class frame suited for any track- or street- in the world.
Masi Elite/RS aero carbon integrated fork w/ 7075 alloy steerer & custom 30mm track offset
Lightweight carbon legs, a custom offset and an alloy steerer for the perfect blend of weight and reliable stiffness.
Ritchey Pro Zero Drop-in headset
The Ritchey headset ensures that your steering will remain smooth and
perfect forever.
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SPECIALE
SPRINT

New Pearl White

Made with the exact same geometry as the Coltello, the Sprint is lovingly
crafted with Reynolds 631 chromoly tubing for those who want an aggressive track frame with a bit warmer feel. The Sprint is a throwback to the
days of wood sole shoes, wool jerseys and real leather chamois, but with
just enough of a modern touch. Banked turns and city streets both yield to
the smoothness of the Sprint.
Reynolds 631 double butted steel tubing w/ Masi track dropouts
The exact same race geometry as the Coltello but made with the exceptional steel tubing from Reynolds. True track dropouts for easy wheel or
gear size changes.
Masi lugged chromoly steel fork
Made with the same custom 30mm offset as the Coltello fork, but finely
crafted from lugged steel.
Ritchey V2 headset
Ritchey headsets are among the most reliable money can buy at any price.
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CXR

FRAME SERIES

SG Rosso Red

Though designed specifically for ‘cross racing, the CXR is also a fantastic
dirt road/ gravel road adventure platform. If you’re just looking for something you can use for harsh winter road rides, the CXR frameset is the perfect starting point for your custom dream machine. If you’re looking to create your own version of the ultimate ‘cross racing machine though, the
CXR is more than capable of helping you get to your destination.
Masi 7005 T6 SLX double butted cyclocross frame
The lightest aluminum tubing we use and stiff enough for incredible power
transfer in sloppy, tough conditions. Cable routing along the top tube
makes shouldering easy.
Masi Elite/RS cross carbon integrated fork w/ 7075 alloy steerer &
canti bosses
We’ve revised the leg profile and crown to improve handling as well as
mud clearance in extra sticky condition.
Ritchey Pro Zero CX Drop-in headset w/ integrated cable adjuster
The Ritchey Pro Zero CX headset ensures that your steering will remain
smooth and perfect forever, thanks to the quality bearing seals. The integrated cable adjuster keeps things simple and clean.
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EVOLUZIONE

Classic Silver

Here’s your chance to see what you can create with our incredible new carbon platform. How light can you make your own Evoluzione? Can you go
below UCI limits? Can you hit 10lbs? We’re just as curious as you, so give it
your best shot.
Masi HMC modular monocoque frame
Lightweight, stiff, responsive and built around the Total Overdrive
System- BB30, 1.125”x 1.5” headset and oversized chainstays.
Masi FC/Pro taper monocoque carbon fork with carbon dropouts
An amazingly light and stiff full carbon fork, thanks to the Total
Overdrive System 1.5” oversized lower headset bearing. The leg profile provides a comfortable ride while eliminating brake chatter for
precise and reliable handling.
Ritchey WCS 31.6mm carbon seatpost
Ritchey’s ingenious one bolt head design keeps things easy to adjust and
worry free.
Ritchey Pro Logic Zero Drop-in taper headset
The Ritchey headset ensures that your steering will remain smooth and
perfect forever.
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Frame Components
Frame
Sizes
Colors
Fork

Evoluzione Dura Ace

Evoluzione Ultegra

Evoluzione 105

Evoluzione Force

Masi High Modulus carbon
47cm, 50cm, 53cm, 56cm, 59cm, 62cm
Classic Silver / Pearl White / Black
Masi FC/Pro Taper monocoque carbon

Masi High Modulus carbon
47cm, 50cm, 53cm, 56cm, 59cm, 62cm
Rosso Red / Pearl White / Black
Masi FC/Pro Taper monocoque carbon

Masi High Modulus carbon
47cm, 50cm, 53cm, 56cm, 59cm, 62cm
SG Euro Blue / Pearl White / Black
Masi FC/Pro Taper monocoque carbon

Ritchey Pro Zero Road Drop-In Taper

Masi Mid Modulus carbon
47cm, 50cm, 53cm, 56cm, 59cm, 62cm
Euro Blue / Pearl White / Black
Masi Elite/RS Taper carbon integrated
w/ 7075 alloy steerer
Ritchey Pro Zero Road Drop-In Taper

FSA SLK Lite BB30, 50/34
FSA BB30
Shimano Ultegra
Shimano Ultegra
Shimano Ultegra, 10 speed, 11-23t
Shimano Ultegra
N/A

Gossamer Pro BB30, 50/34
FSA BB30
Shimano 105
Shimano 105
Shimano 105, 10 speed, 11-25t
Shimano 105
N/A

SRAM Force BB30, 50/34
SRAM BB30
SRAM Force
SRAM Force
SRAM PC-1070, 10 speed, 11-23t
SRAM PC-1051
N/A

Ritchey Pro Evo Curve, 31.8mm
47cm = 40cm, 50cm = 40cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 59cm = 44cm, 62cm = 44cm
Ritchey Pro 4-Axis 44
47cm = 90mm, 50cm = 90mm,
53cm = 100mm, 56cm = 100mm,
59cm = 110mm, 62cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano Ultegra STI
ProLogo Scratch Pro T2.0
Ritchey Pro 2 bolt, 31.6 x 350mm
Alloy SL

Ritchey 6061, 31.8mm
47cm = 40cm, 50cm = 40cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 59cm = 44cm, 62cm = 44cm
Ritchey Comp 4-Axis
47cm = 90mm, 50cm = 90mm,
53cm = 100mm, 56cm = 100mm,
59cm = 110mm, 62cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano 105 STI
Masi SLR w/ tubular crmo rails
Ritchey Comp 2 bolt, 31.6 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Ritchey Pro Evo Curve, 31.8mm
47cm = 40cm, 50cm = 40cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 59cm = 44cm, 62cm = 44cm
Ritchey Pro 4-Axis 44
47cm = 90mm, 50cm = 90mm,
53cm = 100mm, 56cm = 100mm,
59cm = 110mm, 62cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
SRAM Force
ProLogo Scratch Pro T2.0
Ritchey Pro 2 bolt, 31.6 x 350mm
Alloy SL

Mavic Ksyrium Elite

Ritchey Pro Zero Road Drop-In Taper
Headset
Drivetrain Components
FSA K-Force Lite BB30, 53/39
Crank Set
FSA BB30
Bottom Bracket
Shimano Dura Ace
Derailleur Front
Shimano Dura Ace
Derailleur Rear
Shimano Dura Ace, 10 speed, 12-23t
Freewheel
Shimano Dura Ace
Chain
N/A
Pedals
Control Center Components
Ritchey WCS Evo Curve, carbon, 31.8mm
Handlebar
Handlebar Widths
47cm = 40cm, 50cm = 40cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 59cm = 44cm, 62cm = 44cm
Ritchey WCS 4-Axis
Stem
47cm = 90mm, 50cm = 90mm,
Stem Lengths
53cm = 100mm, 56cm = 100mm,
59cm = 110mm, 62cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Tape / Grip
Derailleur Shifter
Shimano Dura Ace STI
fi’zi:k Arione w/ K;ium rails
Saddle
Ritchey WCS 1 bolt carbon, 31.6 x 350mm
Seat Post
Seat Post Clamp
Alloy SL
Wheelset Components
Mavic Ksyrium SL
Wheelset
Tires
Brake Components
Brakes
Brake Lever

Frame Components
Frame
Sizes
Colors
Fork
Headset
Drivetrain Components
Crank Set
Bottom Bracket
Derailleur Front
Derailleur Rear
Freewheel
Chain
Pedals

Vittoria Rubino Pro 23c folding bead

Mavic CPX-22 28h rims, Formula 28h cassette
hubs, stainless spokes, radial front / cross 3 rear
Vittoria Zaffiro Pro 23c folding bead

Mavic Ksyrium Elite

Vittoria Diamante Pro 23c folding bead
Shimano Dura Ace dual pivot calipers
Shimano Dura Ace STI

Shimano Ultegra dual pivot calipers
Shimano Ultegra STI

Shimano 105 dual pivot calipers
Shimano 105 STI

SRAM Force dual pivot calipers
SRAM Force

Vittoria Rubino Pro 23c folding bead

Evoluzione Apex

Speciale Fixed Ultimate

Speciale Fixed Limited Drop

Speciale Fixed Limited Flat

Masi Mid Modulus carbon
47cm, 50cm, 53cm, 56cm, 59cm, 62cm
SG Rosso Red / Pearl White / Black
Masi Elite/RS Taper carbon integrated
w/ 7075 alloy steerer
Ritchey Pro Zero Road Drop-In Taper

Reynolds 525 lugged double-butted crmo
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Retro Blue
Masi lugged crmo

Reynolds 525 double-butted crmo
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
New Pearl White
Masi lugged crmo

Reynolds 525 double-butted crmo
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Nekkid
Masi lugged crmo

Ritchey Logic V2

Ritchey Logic LB

Ritchey Logic LB

Gossamer Pro BB30, 50/34
FSA BB30
SRAM Apex
SRAM Apex
SRAM PC-1050, 10 speed, 11-32t
SRAM PC-1031
N/A

Miche Primato Pista Advanced, 46t chainring
Miche Primato Pista
N/A
N/A
16t fixed cog w/ lock ring & 16t freewheel
KMC Z510H
MKS Sylvan w/ MKS steel toe clips
w/ leather accents & nylon straps

FSA F.Gimondi w/ custom Masi 46t chainring
FSA square taper
N/A
N/A
16t fixed cog w/ lock ring & 16t freewheel
KMC Z510H
MKS Sylvan w/ MKS steel toe clips
w/ leather accents & nylon straps

FSA F.Gimondi w/ custom Masi 46t chainring
FSA square taper
N/A
N/A
16t fixed cog w/ lock ring & 16t freewheel
KMC Z510H
MKS Sylvan w/ MKS steel toe clips
w/ leather accents & nylon straps

Brev. M alloy track, 26.0mm
420mm

Tange crmo track, 31.8mm
49cm = 38cm, 51cm = 40cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 42cm, 58cm = 42cm, 60cm = 42cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Brev. M Track grip
N/A
Brev. M Perforated w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Brev. M alloy flat, 25.4mm
500mm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 105mm,
56cm = 105mm, 58cm = 105mm, 60cm = 120mm
Brev. M Flange grip
N/A
Brev. M Perforated w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Weinmann LP18 32h rims, Miche flip/flop sealed
bearing hubset w/ track nuts, stainless spokes
Kenda Kontender 23c wire bead

Brev. M 32mm deep 32h rims, Brev. M flip/flop sealed
bearing hubset w/ track nuts, stainless spokes
Brev. M Slittata 28c wire bead w/ puncture
resistant belt

Brev. M 32mm deep 32h rims, Brev. M flip/flop sealed
bearing hubset w/ track nuts, stainless spokes
Brev. M Slittata 28c wire bead w/ puncture
resistant belt

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
w/ cartridge pads
Tektro RL720

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers

Tektro RL720

Tektro XL750

Speciale Fixed Riser

Speciale Fixed Flat

Speciale Fixed Uno Drop

Masi double-butted crmo
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Green
Masi lugged crmo
Ritchey Logic LB

Masi double-butted crmo
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Grey
Masi lugged crmo
Ritchey Logic LB

Masi 100% crmo
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
SG Black
Masi straight leg crmo
Ritchey Logic LB

Brev. M alloy w/ Brev. M 46t chainring
FSA square taper
N/A
N/A
16t fixed cog w/ lock ring & 16t freewheel
KMC Z410H
Wellgo alloy platform

Brev. M alloy w/ Brev. M 46t chainring
FSA square taper
N/A
N/A
16t fixed cog w/ lock ring & 16t freewheel
KMC Z410H
Wellgo alloy platform

Lasco alloy, 46t chainring
FSA square taper
N/A
N/A
16t fixed cog w/ lock ring & 16t freewheel
KMC Z410H
Wellgo plastic platform

Brev. M alloy 30mm rise, 25.4mm
600mm

Brev. M alloy flat, 25.4mm
500mm

Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 105mm,
56cm = 105mm, 58cm = 105mm, 60cm = 120mm
Brev. M No Flange grip
N/A
Brev. M Embossed w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 105mm,
56cm = 105mm, 58cm = 105mm, 60cm = 120mm
Brev. M No Flange grip
N/A
Brev. M Perforated w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Masi alloy track, 26.0mm
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 90mm,
56cm = 90mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60 = 110mm
Brev. M Track grip
N/A
Brev. M Embossed w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Brev. M 32mm deep 32h rims, Brev. M
flip/flop sealed bearing hubset w/ track nuts,
stainless spokes
Brev. M Slittata 28c wire bead

Brev. M 32mm deep 32h rims, Brev. M
flip/flop sealed bearing hubset w/ track nuts,
stainless spokes
Brev. M Slittata 28c wire bead

Weinmann LP18 32h rims, flip/flop hubset
w/ track nuts, stainless spokes

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Tektro XL750

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Tektro XL750

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Tektro RL720

Control Center Components
Ritchey 6061, 31.8mm
Handlebar
Handlebar Widths
47cm = 40cm, 50cm = 40cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 59cm = 44cm, 62cm = 44cm
Ritchey Comp 4-Axis
Stem
47cm = 90mm, 50cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
Stem Lengths
56cm = 100mm, 59cm = 110mm, 62cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Tape / Grip
Derailleur Shifter
SRAM Apex
Masi SLR w/ tubular crmo rails
Saddle
Ritchey Comp 2 bolt, 31.6 x 300mm
Seat Post
Seat Post Clamp
Alloy SL
Wheelset Components
Mavic CPX-22 28h rims, Formula 28h cassette
Wheelset
hubs, stainless spokes, radial front / cross 3 rear
Vittoria Zaffiro Pro 23c folding bead
Tires
Brake Components
Brakes

SRAM Apex dual pivot calipers

Brake Lever

SRAM Apex

Speciale Fixed Drop
Frame Components
Masi double-butted crmo
Frame
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Sizes
EM Blue
Colors
Masi lugged crmo
Fork
Ritchey Logic LB
Headset
Drivetrain Components
Brev. M alloy w/ Brev. M 46t chainring
Crank Set
FSA square taper
Bottom Bracket
N/A
Derailleur Front
N/A
Derailleur Rear
16t fixed cog w/ lock ring & 16t freewheel
Freewheel
KMC Z410H
Chain
Alloy cage w/ clips & straps
Pedals
Control Center Components
Masi alloy drop, 26.0mm
Handlebar
Handlebar Widths
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
Stem
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
Stem Lengths
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60 = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Tape / Grip
Derailleur Shifter
N/A
Brev. M Perforated w/ tubular crmo rails
Saddle
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Seat Post
Seat Post Clamp
Alloy SL
Wheelset Components
Brev. M 32mm deep 32h rims, Brev. M
Wheelset
flip/flop sealed bearing hubset w/ track nuts,
stainless spokes
Vittoria Zaffiro 23c wire bead
Tires
Brake Components
Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Brakes
Tektro RL340
Brake Lever
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Ritchey Pro Zero Road Drop-In Taper

Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Brev. M Track grip
N/A
Brev. M Perforated w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Integrated w/ frame

Brev. M Slittata 28c wire bead

Frame Components
Frame

Speciale Fixed Uno Riser

Speciale Randonneur

Speciale Commuter

Speciale CX

Masi 100% crmo

Masi double-butted crmo w/ rack & fender
mounts(132.5mm rear wheel spacing)
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Shamrock
Masi lugged crmo w/ canti bosses,
lowrider rack & fender mounts
Ritchey Logic Comp CX

Masi double-butted crmo w/ rack & fender
mounts(132.5mm rear wheel spacing)
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
New Pearl White
Masi lugged crmo w/ lowrider rack
& fender mounts
Ritchey Logic V2

Masi double-butted crmo w/ rack & fender mounts
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Metallic Slate Blue
Masi lugged crmo w/ canti bosses,
lowrider rack & fender mounts
Ritchey Logic Comp CX

Shimano Tiagra, 50/39/30
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano HG-50, 9 speed, 11-25t
Shimano HG-73
MKS Sylvan w/ MKS steel toe clips
w/ leather accents & nylon straps

Suntour 42t w/ chainring guard
Truvativ square taper
N/A
N/A
Lida LMA-8 16t
KMC Z610H
Alloy cage w/ clips & straps

Truvativ ISO Flow C2.1, 50/34
Truvativ square taper
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano HG-50, 9 speed, 11-25t
Shimano HG-73
N/A

Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 105mm,
56cm = 105mm, 58cm = 105mm, 60cm = 120mm
Brev. M No Flange grip
N/A
Brev. M Embossed w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Kore Randonneur, 31.8mm
49cm = 42cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 46cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano Dura Ace 7700 down tube shifters
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Ritchey 6061, 31.8mm
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Ritchey 6061
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Masi cork
N/A
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Ritchey 6061 27.2 x 350mm
Alloy SL

Kore Randonneur, 31.8mm
49cm = 42cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 46cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 90mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano Tiagra
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Weinmann LP18 32h rims, flip/flop hubset
w/ track nuts, stainless spokes
Brev. M Slittata 28c wire bead

Weinmann LP18 32h rims, Formula 32h
cassette hubs, stainless spokes
Kenda Kwik Trax 32c wire bead

Ritchey Girder XC rims, flip/flop sealed bearing
Weinmann SEC16 32h rims, Formula 32h
hubset w/ track nuts, stainless spokes
cassette hubs, stainless spokes
Kenda Kwik Trax w/ reflective sidewall 32c wire bead Kenda Small Block Eight 32c wire bead

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Tektro HAL89A

Tektro CR720
Tektro R520

DiaCompe BRS-101 alloy dual pivot calipers
Tektro R200A

Tektro Oryx
Shimano Tiagra STI

Speciale CX Uno

Speciale CX / SS

Gran Criterium

Speciale Strada

Masi double-butted crmo w/ rack & fender mounts
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Pea Soup Green
Masi lugged crmo w/ canti bosses, lowrider
rack & fender mounts
Ritchey Logic Comp CX

Masi double-butted crmo
49cm, 52cm, 55cm, 57cm, 60cm
SG Ano White / SG Bronze
Masi Elite/RS Cross carbon integrated
w/ 7075 alloy steerer & canti bosses
Ritchey Logic Comp CX

Reynolds 525 lugged double-butted crmo
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Gloss Black
Masi lugged crmo

Masi double-butted crmo
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Sasparilla
Masi lugged crmo

Ritchey Logic LB

Ritchey Logic LB

FSA Tempo, 50/34
FSA square taper
Shimano 2300
Shimano Sora
SRAM PG-830, 8 speed, 11-28t
Shimano HG-40
N/A

Kore Gradiant 110 SS, 42t w/ chainring guard
Kore integrated
N/A
N/A
Lida LMA-8, 18t
KMC Z510H
N/A

Shimano 105, 50/34
Shimano 105
Shimano 105
Shimano 105
Shimano 105, 10 speed, 11-25t
Shimano 105
N/A

FSA Tempo, 50/34
FSA square taper
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano HG-50, 9 speed, 12-25t
Shimano HG-73
MKS Sylvan w/ MKS steel toe clips w/ leather
accents & nylon straps

Kore Randonneur, 31.8mm
49cm = 42cm, 52cm = 42cm, 55cm = 44cm,
57cm = 44cm, 60cm = 46cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 70mm, 52cm = 90mm, 55cm = 90mm,
57cm = 100mm, 60cm =110mm
Masi cork tape
N/A
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Ritchey Comp Logic II, 31.8mm
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Ritchey Comp 4-Axis
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano 105 STI
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Ritchey Comp 2 bolt, 27.2 x 350mm
Integrated w/ frame

Masi alloy, 26.0mm
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano Dura Ace 7700 down tube shifters
Brev. M Perforated w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Kore KTX rims, 130mm flip/flop hubset
w/ track nuts, stainless spokes
Panaracer Fire Cross 45c wire bead

Shimano RS10
Vittoria Rubino 23c folding bead

Weinmann LP18 32h rims, Formula 32h
cassette hubs, stainless spokes
Kenda Kontender 23c wire bead

Kore Race Plus
Tektro R520

Shimano 105 dual pivot calipers
Shimano 105 STI

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
DiaCompe DC204N

Speciale Corsa

SoulVille 7

SoulVille SS

Masi double-butted crmo
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Malibu Blue
Masi straight leg crmo
Ritchey Logic LB

Masi 100% crmo
16”, 18”, 20”, 22”
Metallic Slate Blue
Masi lugged crmo
Ritchey Logic V2

Masi 100% crmo
16”, 18”, 20”, 22”
Matte Black
Masi lugged crmo
Ritchey Logic LB

FSA Tempo, 50/34
FSA square taper
Shimano 2300
Shimano Sora
SRAM PG-830, 8 speed, 11-26t
Shimano HG40
Alloy cage w/ clips & straps

Suntour 42t w/ chainring guard
FSA square taper
N/A
N/A
Shimano 20t cog
KMC Z510H
Alloy cage w/ Kraton insert

Suntour 42t w/ chainring guard
FSA square taper
N/A
N/A
16t fixed cog w/ lock ring & 16t freewheel
KMC Z510H
Alloy cage w/ Kraton insert

Masi alloy, 26.0mm
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano 2300 STI
Brev. M Perforated w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Masi alloy 42mm rise, 25.4mm
630mm

Masi alloy 42mm rise, 25.4mm
630mm

Masi 3-D forged
16" = 100mm, 18" = 100mm, 20" = 100mm,
22" = 100mm
Masi cork grip
Shimano Nexus 7 speed
Masi Retro padded vinyl w/ springs
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 350mm
Alloy SL

Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
16" = 100mm, 18" = 100mm, 20" = 110mm,
22" = 110mm
Brev. M No Flange grip
N/A
Brev. M Perforated w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL
Weinmann AS23X rims, 130mm flip/flop hubset
w/ track nuts, stainless spokes
Kenda Kourier 40c wire bead
Tektro 800A
Tektro HAL89A

Sizes
Colors
Fork

49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
SG Ano White
Masi straight leg crmo

Headset
Drivetrain Components
Crank Set
Bottom Bracket
Derailleur Front
Derailleur Rear
Freewheel
Chain
Pedals

Ritchey Logic LB
Lasco alloy, 46t chainring
FSA square taper
N/A
N/A
16t fixed cog w/ lock ring & 16t freewheel
KMC Z410H
Wellgo plastic platform

Control Center Components
Handlebar
Brev. M alloy 30mm rise, 25.4mm
Handlebar Widths
600mm
Stem
Stem Lengths
Tape / Grip
Derailleur Shifter
Saddle
Seat Post
Seat Post Clamp
Wheelset Components
Wheelset
Tires
Brake Components
Brakes
Brake Lever
Frame Components
Frame
Sizes
Colors
Fork
Headset
Drivetrain Components
Crank Set
Bottom Bracket
Derailleur Front
Derailleur Rear
Freewheel
Chain
Pedals

Control Center Components
Handlebar
Masi alloy, 31.8mm
Handlebar Widths
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Stem
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
Stem Lengths
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 90mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Tape / Grip
Masi cork tape
Derailleur Shifter
Shimano 2300 STI
Saddle
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Seat Post
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Seat Post Clamp
Alloy SL
Wheelset Components
Wheelset
Weinmann SEC16 32h rims, Formula 32h
cassette hubs, stainless spokes
Tires
Kenda Small Block Eight 32c wire bead
Brake Components
Brakes
Tektro Oryx
Brake Lever
Shimano 2300 STI

Speciale
Frame Components
Frame
Masi double-butted crmo
Sizes
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Colors
Orange
Fork
Masi lugged crmo
Headset
Ritchey Logic LB
Drivetrain Components
Crank Set
Shimano Tiagra, 50/34
Bottom Bracket
Shimano Tiagra
Derailleur Front
Shimano Tiagra
Derailleur Rear
Shimano Tiagra
Freewheel
Shimano HG-50, 9 speed, 12-25t
Chain
Shimano HG-73
Pedals
N/A
Control Center Components
Handlebar
Ritchey 6061, 31.8mm
Handlebar Widths
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Stem
Ritchey 6061
Stem Lengths
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Tape / Grip
Masi cork tape
Derailleur Shifter
Shimano Tiagra
Saddle
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Seat Post
Ritchey 6061 2 bolt, 27.2 x 350mm
Seat Post Clamp
Alloy SL
Wheelset Components
Wheelset
Shimano R500-A
Tires
Brake Components
Brakes
Brake Lever

Weinmann LP18 32h rims, Formula 32h cassette
hubs, stainless spokes, radial front / cross 3 rear

Kenda Kontender 23c wire bead

Kenda Kontender 23c wire bead

Weinmann AS23X rims, Shimano Nexus 7
speed rollerbrake rear hub, Formula front hub,
stainless spokes
Kenda Kourier 40c wire bead

Shimano Tiagra dual pivot calipers
Shimano Tiagra STI

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Shimano 2300 STI

Shimano roller brake
Shimano IM-65
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Frame Components
Frame
Sizes
Colors
Fork
Headset
Drivetrain Components
Crank Set
Bottom Bracket
Derailleur Front
Derailleur Rear
Freewheel
Chain
Pedals
Control Center Components
Handlebar
Handlebar Widths
Stem
Stem Lengths
Tape / Grip
Derailleur Shifter
Saddle
Seat Post
Seat Post Clamp
Wheelset Components
Wheelset
Tires
Brake Components
Brakes
Brake Lever
Frame Components
Frame
Sizes
Colors
Fork
Headset
Drivetrain Components
Crank Set
Bottom Bracket
Derailleur Front
Derailleur Rear
Freewheel
Chain
Pedals
Control Center Components
Handlebar
Handlebar Widths
Stem
Stem Lengths
Tape / Grip
Derailleur Shifter
Saddle
Seat Post
Seat Post Clamp
Wheelset Components
Wheelset
Tires
Brake Components
Brakes
Brake Lever
Frame Components
Frame
Sizes
Colors
Fork
Headset
Drivetrain Components
Crank Set
Bottom Bracket
Derailleur Front
Derailleur Rear
Freewheel
Chain
Pedals
Control Center Components
Handlebar
Handlebar Widths
Stem
Stem Lengths
Tape / Grip
Derailleur Shifter
Saddle
Seat Post
Seat Post Clamp
Wheelset Components
Wheelset
Tires
Brake Components
Brakes
Brake Lever
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Caffe Racer Doppio

Caffe Racer Solo

Vincere

Alare

Masi AL13+ CBS butted alloy w/ integrated
headtube, rack & fender mounts
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Metallic Blue
Masi Comp 7005 alloy w/ canti bosses
& fender mounts
FSA 23/CC internal

Masi AL13+ CBS butted alloy w/ integrated
headtube, rack & fender mounts
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Metallic Red
Masi Comp 7005 alloy w/ canti bosses
& fender mounts
FSA 23/CC internal

Masi 7005-T6 double-butted alloy w/ VDS
carbon S/S
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
SG Ano White
Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated w/ 7075
alloy steerer
FSA 23/CC internal

Masi 7005-T6 double-butted alloy w/ integrated
headtube
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Gloss Black
Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated w/ 7075
alloy steerer
FSA 23/CC internal

Truvativ ISO Flow C2.1, 50/34
Truvativ square taper
Shimano 440
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano HG-50, 9 speed, 11-25t
Shimano HG-73
Alloy cage w/ clips & straps

FSA Tempo, 50/34
FSA square taper
Shimano 440
Shimano Sora
SRAM PG-830, 8 speed, 11-28t
Shimano HG-40
Alloy cage w/ clips & straps

Truvativ Touro C2.1, 50/34
Truvativ square taper
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano HG-50, 9 speed, 12-25t
Shimano HG-73
N/A

Truvativ ISO Flow 2.1, 50/34
Truvativ square taper
Shimano Sora
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano HG-50, 9 speed, 12-25t
Shimano HG-73
Alloy cage w/ clips & straps

Masi alloy 6 degree, 25.4mm
600mm

Masi alloy 6 degree, 25.4mm
600mm

Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 105mm,
56cm = 105mm, 58cm =105mm, 60cm = 120mm
Brev. M No Flange grip
Shimano 440 flat bar shifters
Brev. M Perforated w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 105mm,
56cm = 105mm, 58cm =105mm, 60cm = 120mm
Brev. M No Flange grip
Shimano 221 flat bar shifters
Brev. M Perforated w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Masi alloy, 31.8mm
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano Tiagra STI
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi carbon wrap, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Masi alloy, 31.8mm
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano Sora STI
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Weinmann SEC16 28h rims, Formula 28h
cassette hubs, stainless spokes
Kenda Kwik Trax 32c wire bead

Weinmann SEC16 28h rims, Formula 28h
cassette hubs, stainless spokes
Kenda Kwik Trax 32c wire bead

Alex Race 24 28h rims, Formula 28h cassette
hubs, stainless spokes, radial front / cross 3 rear
Vittoria Zaffiro 23c wire bead

Alex R500 aero 28h rims, Formula 28h cassette
hubs, stainless spokes, radial front / cross 3 rear
Vittoria Zaffiro 23c wire bead

Shimano M422
Tektro RX1.0

Tektro 837A
Shimano 221

Shimano Tiagra dual pivot calipers
Shimano Tiagra STI

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Shimano Sora STI w/ in-line bar top levers

Partenza

CXR

Vincere Bellissima

Alare Bellissima

Masi AL13+ CBS butted alloy w/ integrated
w/ integrated headtube
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Rosso Red, Ano White
Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated
w/ 7075 alloy steerer
FSA 23/CC internal

Masi 7005-T6 SLX double-butted alloy
w/ integrated headtube
49cm, 52cm, 55cm, 57cm, 60cm
SG Rosso Red
Masi Elite/RS Cross carbon integrated
w/ 7075 alloy steerer & canti bosses
Ritchey Pro Zero CX Drop-In

Masi 7005-T6 double-butted alloy
w/ VDS carbon S/S
47cm, 49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm
SG Ano White
Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated
w/ 7075 alloy steerer
FSA 23/CC internal

Masi 7005-T6 double-butted alloy
w/ integrated headtube
47cm, 49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm
Seafoam Green
Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated
w/ 7075 alloy steerer
FSA 23/CC internal

FSA Tempo, 50/34
FSA square taper
Shimano 2300
Shimano Sora
SRAM PG-850, 8 speed, 12-26t
Shimano HG-40
Alloy cage w/ clips & straps

FSA Energy Cross, 46/36
FSA Mega EXO
Shimano 105
Shimano 105
Shimano 105, 10 speed, 12-27t
Shimano 105
N/A

Truvativ Touro C2.1, 50/34
Truvativ square taper
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano HG-50, 9 speed, 12-25t
Shimano HG-73
N/A

Truvativ ISO Flow 2.1, 50/34
Truvativ square taper
Shimano Sora
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano HG-50, 9 speed, 12-25t
Shimano HG-73
Alloy cage w/ clips & straps

Masi alloy, 31.8mm
49cm = 40cm, 51cm = 42cm, 53cm = 42cm,
56cm = 44cm, 58cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
49cm = 90mm, 51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 100mm,
56cm = 100mm, 58cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano 2300 STI
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Ritchey Comp Logic II, 31.8mm
49cm = 40cm, 52cm = 42cm, 55cm = 42cm,
57cm = 44cm, 60cm = 44cm
Ritchey Comp 4-Axis
49cm = 90mm, 52cm = 90mm, 55cm = 100mm,
57cm = 110mm, 60cm = 120mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano 105 STI
Masi SLR w/ tubular crmo rails
Ritchey Comp 2 bolt, 27.2 x 350mm
Alloy SL

Masi Bellissima alloy, 31.8mm
47cm = 36cm, 49cm = 38cm, 51cm = 38cm,
53cm = 40cm, 56cm = 40cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
47cm = 70mm, 49 = 80mm, 51 = 80mm,
53 = 90mm, 56 = 90mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano Tiagra STI
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi Zero Offset carbon, 27.2 x 350mm
Alloy SL

Masi Bellissima alloy, 31.8mm
47cm = 36cm, 49cm = 38cm, 51cm = 38cm,
53cm = 40cm, 56cm = 40cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
47cm = 70mm, 49 = 80mm, 51 = 80mm,
53 = 90mm, 56 = 90mm
Masi cork tape
Shimano Sora STI
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi Zero Offset alloy, 27.2 x 350mm
Alloy SL

Weinmann LP18 32h rims, Formula 32h cassette Kore Gradient II
hubs, stainless spokes, radial front / cross 3 rear
Vittoria Zaffiro 23c wire bead
Kenda Small Block Eight 32c folding bead

Alex Race 24 28h rims, Formula 28h cassette
hubs, stainless spokes, radial front / cross 3 rear
Vittoria Zaffiro 23c wire bead

Alex R500 aero 28h rims, Formula 28h cassette
hubs, stainless spokes, radial front / cross 3 rear
Vittoria Zaffiro 23c wire bead

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Shimano 2300 STI

Kore Race Plus
Shimano 105 STI

Shimano Tiagra dual pivot calipers
Shimano Tiagra STI

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Shimano Sora STI w/ in-line bar top levers

Partenza Bellissima

SoulVille 7 Mixte

Speciale Chixed

Masi AL13+ CBS butted alloy w/ integrated
w/ integrated headtube
47cm, 49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm
Cielo Blue
Masi Elite/RS carbon integrated
w/ 7075 alloy steerer
FSA 23/CC internal

Masi 100% crmo

Masi double-butted crmo

16”, 18”
Metallic Slate Blue, Seafoam Green
Masi lugged crmo

47cm, 49cm, 51cm, 53cm
Orange
Masi lugged crmo

Ritchey Logic V2

Ritchey Logic LB

FSA Tempo, 50/34
FSA square taper
Shimano 2300
Shimano Sora
SRAM PG-850, 8 speed, 12-26t
Shimano HG-40
Alloy cage w/ clips & straps

Suntour 42t w/ chainring guard
FSA square taper
N/A
N/A
Shimano 20t cog
KMC Z510H
Alloy cage w/ Kraton insert

Brev. M alloy w/ Brev. M Messenger 46t chainring
FSA square taper
N/A
N/A
16t fixed cog w/ lock ring & 16t freewheel
KMC Z410H
Wellgo alloy platform

Masi Bellissima alloy, 31.8mm
47cm = 36cm, 49cm = 38cm, 51cm = 38cm,
53cm = 40cm, 56cm = 40cm
Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
47cm = 70mm, 49 = 80mm, 51 = 80mm,
53 = 90mm, 56 = 90mm
Masi cork grip
Shimano 2300 STI
Masi SLS w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi Zero Offset alloy, 27.2 x 350mm
Alloy SL

Masi alloy 65mm rise, 25.4mm
600mm

Brev. M alloy 30mm rise, 25.4mm
600mm

Masi 3-D forged
16" = 100mm, 18" = 100mm
Masi cork grip
Shimano Nexus 7 speed
Masi Retro padded vinyl w/ springs
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 350mm
Alloy SL

Masi 3-D forged flip/flop
47cm = 90mm, 49cm = 90mm,
51cm = 90mm, 53cm = 105mm
Brev. M No Flange tape
N/A
Brev. M Embossed w/ tubular crmo rails
Masi alloy, 27.2 x 300mm
Alloy SL

Weinmann LP18 32h rims, Formula
32h cassette hubs,stainless
spokes, radial front / cross 3 rear
Vittoria Zaffiro 23c wire bead

Weinmann AS23X rims, Shimano Nexus
7 speed roller brake rear hub, Formula front
hub, stainless spokes
Kenda Kourier 40c wire bead

Brev. M 32mm deep 32h rims, Brev. M
flip/flop sealed bearing hubset w/ track
nuts, stainless spokes
Brev. M Slittata 28c wire bead

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Shimano 2300 STI

Shimano roller brake
Shimano IM-65

Tektro 510A alloy dual pivot calipers
Tektro XL750

Gran Criterium Frameset

Speciale Fixed Ultimate Frameset

Coltello Frameset

Reynolds 525 lugged double-butted crmo

Reynolds 525 lugged double-butted crmo

Sizes
Colors
Fork

49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Gloss Black
Masi lugged crmo

49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Retro Blue
Masi lugged crmo

Headset
Seat Post
Seat Post Clamp

Ritchey Logic LB
N/A
Integrated w/ frame

Ritchey Logic V2
N/A
Integrated w/ frame

Masi 7005-T6 SL double-butted aero tubed frame
w/ aero seat tube, rear wheel cutout & track dropouts
w/ stainless steel dropout Inserts
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
Matte Black
Masi Elite/RS Aero carbon integrated w/ 7075
alloy steerer & custom track offset
Ritchey Pro Zero Drop-In
N/A
Integrated w/ frame

Speciale Sprint Frameset

Evoluzione Frameset

CXR Frameset

Reynolds 631 double-butted crmo
49cm, 51cm, 53cm, 56cm, 58cm, 60cm
New Pearl White
Masi lugged crmo

Masi High Modulus carbon
47cm, 50cm, 53cm, 56cm, 59cm, 62cm
Classic Silver / Pearl White / Black
Masi FC/Pro Taper monocoque carbon

Ritchey Logic V2
N/A
Alloy SL

Ritchey Pro Zero Road Drop-In Taper
Ritchey WCS 1 bolt carbon, 31.6 x 350mm
Alloy SL

Masi 7005-T6 SLX double-butted alloy
49cm, 52cm, 55cm, 57cm, 60cm
SG Rosso Red
Masi Elite/RS Cross carbon integrated w/ 7075
alloy steerer & canti bosses
Ritchey Pro Zero CX Drop-In
N/A
Alloy SL

Frame Components
Frame

Frame Components
Frame
Sizes
Colors
Fork
Headset
Seat Post
Seat Post Clamp

GEOMETRY
Evoluzione Dura Ace, Evoluzione Ultegra, Evoluzione 105, Evoluzione Force, Evoluzione Apex
A
B
C
D
Size
Seat Tube (C-T)
Top Tube (Effective)
Head Angle
Seat Angle
47
470
520
72
74
50
500
530
72.5
74
53
530
545
73
74
56
560
565
73.5
73.5
59
590
585
73
73.5
62
620
595
73
73
Speciale Fixed Ultimate

F
BB Drop
68
68
68
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
45
45
45
45
45
45

H
Wheel Base
965
975
986
996
1021
1031

I
Head Tube Length
100
120
140
160
180
200

Stand Over
712
744
764
797
817
842

B
Top Tube (Effective)
519
535
545
565
580
600

C
Head Angle
72
73
73
73.5
74
74

D
Seat Angle
74.5
74
73.5
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay (Minimum)
392
392
392
392
392
392

F
BB Drop
70
70
70
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
45
45
43
43
43
43

H
Wheel Base
953
956
960
970
981
995

I
Head Tube Length
110
110
110
132
149
179

Stand Over
723
743
760
790
810
827

Speciale Fixed Limited, Speciale Fixed, Speciale Fixed Uno
A
B
Size
Seat Tube (C-T)
Top Tube (Effective)
49
490
520
51
510
530
53
530
545
56
560
565
58
580
580
60
600
600

C
Head Angle
72
72.5
73
73.5
74
74

D
Seat Angle
74.5
74
73.5
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay (Minimum)
392
392
392
392
392
392

F
BB Drop
70
70
70
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
45
45
43
43
43
43

H
Wheel Base
951
954
960
970
980
995

I
Head Tube Length
81
98
113
143
161
179

Stand Over
723
743
760
790
810
827

Speciale Randonneur, Speciale Commuter
A
B
Size
Seat Tube (C-T)
Top Tube (Effective)
49
490
520
51
510
530
53
530
535
56
560
555
58
580
575
60
600
590

C
Head Angle
71.5
71.5
72
72
73
73

D
Seat Angle
74.5
74
73.5
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay (Minimum)
465
465
465
465
465
465

F
BB Drop
70
70
70
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
50
50
45
45
43
43

H
Wheel Base
1036
1042
1034
1050
1059
1069

I
Head Tube Length
101
118
133
163
181
199

Stand Over
758
778
785
803
835
852

Speciale CX, Speciale CX Uno
A
Size
Seat Tube (C-T)
49
490
51
510
53
530
56
560
58
580
60
600

B
Top Tube (Effective)
520
530
535
555
575
590

C
Head Angle
71.5
71.5
72
72
72
72

D
Seat Angle
74.5
74
73.5
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay
432
432
432
432
432
432

F
BB Drop
68
68
65
65
65
65

G
Fork Offset
45
45
45
45
45
45

H
Wheel Base
997.9
1004
1002
1019
1039
1049

I
Head Tube Length
81
98
113
143
161
185

Stand Over
751
767
789
812
833
856

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
490
520
550
570
600

B
Top Tube (Effective)
535
545
565
585
605

C
Head Angle
71.5
72
72
72
72

D
Seat Angle
74
73.5
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay
432
432
432
432
432

F
BB Drop
65
65
65
65
65

G
Fork Offset
45
45
45
45
45

H
Wheel Base
1010
1012
1028
1048
1064

I
Head Tube Length
95
105
135
160
185

Stand Over
772
792
813
843
867

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
490
510
530
560
580
600

B
Top Tube (Effective)
529
530
545
565
580
600

C
Head Angle
71
72.5
72
73.5
74
74

D
Seat Angle
73.5
73.5
73
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay
408
408
412
412
412
418

F
BB Drop
70
70
70
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
45
45
43
43
43
43

H
Wheel Base
978
975
979
991
1001
1021

I
Head Tube Length
98
102
116
145
150
179

Stand Over
723
743
760
790
810
827

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
490
510
530
560
580
600

B
Top Tube (Effective)
520
530
545
565
580
600

C
Head Angle
72
72.5
73
73.5
74
74

D
Seat Angle
74.5
74
73.5
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay
415
415
415
415
419
419

F
BB Drop
70
70
70
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
45
45
43
43
43
43

H
Wheel Base
976
978
982
994
1008
1021

I
Head Tube Length
81
98
113
143
161
179

Stand Over
723
743
760
790
810
827

B
Top Tube (Effective)
520
530
545
565
580
600

C
Head Angle
72
72.5
73
73.5
74
74

D
Seat Angle
74.5
74
73.5
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay
408
408
412
412
412
418

F
BB Drop
70
70
70
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
45
45
43
43
43
43

H
Wheel Base
969
971
980
991
1001
1021

I
Head Tube Length
81
98
113
143
161
179

Stand Over
723
743
760
790
810
827

Size
49
51
53
56
58
60

CX / SS
Size
49
52
55
57
60
Gran Criterium
Size
49
51
53
56
58
60
Speciale Strada
Size
49
51
53
56
58
60

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
490
510
530
560
580
600

E
Chainstay
410
410
410
410
410
410

Speciale, Speciale Corsa
Size
49
51
53
56
58
60

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
490
510
530
560
580
600
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GEOMETRY CONTINUED
Soulville SS, Soulville 7

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
406
454
508
558

B
Top Tube (Effective)
530
541
574
605

C
Head Angle
70
70
70
70

D
Seat Angle
73
73
73
73

E
Chainstay (Minimum)
465
465
465
465

F
BB Drop
68
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
45
45
45
45

H
Wheel Base
1109
1116
1139
1162

I
Head Tube Length
113
143
161
181

Stand Over
785
798
830
864

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
490
510
530
560
580
600

B
Top Tube (Effective)
520
530
545
575
600
610

C
Head Angle
72
72
73
73
74
74

D
Seat Angle
74
74
73
73
73
72

E
Chainstay
425
425
425
425
425
425

F
BB Drop
70
70
70
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
50
45
45
40
40
40

H
Wheel Base
991
990
994
1011
1031
1035

I
Head Tube Length
100
120
135
165
185
200

Stand Over
759
778
798
833
853
868

B
Top Tube (Effective)
505
520
530
540
560
580
595

C
Head Angle
71
72
72.5
73
73.5
74
74

D
Seat Angle
75
74.5
74
73.5
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay
408
408
408
412
412
418
418

F
BB Drop
73
70
70
70
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
50
50
45
45
40
40
40

H
Wheel Base
965
973
971
976
983
1004
1013

I
Head Tube Length
90
90
110
125
155
175
190

Stand Over
722
722
743
760
790
812
826

Alare, Alare Bellissima, Partenza, Partenza Bellissima
A
B
Size
Seat Tube (C-T)
Top Tube (Effective)
47
470
505
49
490
520
51
510
530
53
530
540
56
560
560
58
580
580
60
600
595

C
Head Angle
71
72
72.5
73
73.5
74
74

D
Seat Angle
75
74.5
74
73.5
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay
408
408
408
412
412
418
418

F
BB Drop
70
70
70
70
68
68
68

G
Fork Offset
50
50
45
45
40
40
40

H
Wheel Base
965
973
971
976
983
1004
1013

I
Head Tube Length
100
100
130
145
175
195
210

Stand Over
722
722
743
760
790
812
826

B
Top Tube (Effective)
530
541

C
Head Angle
70
70

D
Seat Angle
73
73

E
Chainstay (Minimum)
465
465

F
BB Drop
68
68

G
Fork Offset
45
45

H
Wheel Base
1109
1116

I
Head Tube Length
113
143

B
Top Tube (Effective)
520
520
530
545

C
Head Angle
72
72
72.5
73

D
Seat Angle
74.5
74.5
74
73.5

E
Chainstay (Minimum)
392
392
392
392

F
BB Drop
70
70
70
70

G
Fork Offset
45
45
45
43

H
Wheel Base
951
951
954
960

I
Head Tube Length
81
81
98
113

Stand Over
592
598
602
608

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
490
510
530
560
580
600

B
Top Tube (Effective)
523
525
535
560
570
590

C
Head Angle
74
74
74
74.5
74.5
75

D
Seat Angle
76
75.5
75
74
74
73.5

E
Chainstay (Minimum)
390
390
390
390
390
390

F
BB Drop
45
45
45
45
45
45

G
Fork Offset
30
30
30
30
30
30

H
Wheel Base
946
944
950
961
971
981

I
Head Tube Length
100
110
120
135
165
180

Stand Over
742
755
776
790
815
832

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
490
520
550
570
600

B
Top Tube (Effective)
515
535
550
570
590

C
Head Angle
71
72
72
72
72

D
Seat Angle
74
73.5
73
73
72.5

E
Chainstay
425
425
425
425
425

F
BB Drop
65
65
65
65
65

G
Fork Offset
45
45
45
45
45

H
Wheel Base
984
995
1006
1026
1041

I
Head Tube Length
95
105
135
160
185

Stand Over
753
772
800
822
847

Size
16
18
20
22
Doppio, Solo
Size
49
51
53
56
58
60

Vincere, Vincere Bellissima
Size
47
49
51
53
56
58
60

Soulville Mixte
Size
16
18

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
470
490
510
530
560
580
600

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
406
454

Speciale Chixed Fixed
Size
47
49
51
53

A
Seat Tube (C-T)
470
490
510
530

Coltello, Speciale Sprint
Size
49
51
53
56
58
60
CXR
Size
49
52
55
57
60

Stand Over

Reference Codes
A - Seat Tube
B - Top Tube
C - Head Angle

D - Seat Angle
E - Chain Stay
F - BB Drop

G - Fork Offset
H - Wheel Base
I - Head Tube Length
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CPSC equipment included but not shown. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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